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Dear "Happening" Family,
We are now one more month into the 1990s. I hope you have been
listening closely enough to realize that we as patriotic citizens
have to stand up and take notice of what has been going on around
us. The UFO cover up was just the beginning of the flood of
information that has been presented to us by men like Bill Cooper,
Virgil Armstrong, Richard Murray, Bo Gritz, Brad Kleitz, "Wally",
Paul Fisher, etc •••
It has been suggested that we cannot rely on the major news
sources to get accurate, or should I say "truthful" information.
The men mentioned above gathered together on January 7, 1990
to bring forth and tie together the information they have
accumulated so that they could give us a clearer picture of
what is really taking place in this country, in the world and
even the Universe. Some of these men say that the news sources
cannot be trusted because they are under the power of the Council
of Foreign Relations (CFR) and the Trilateral Commission (TC),
as suggested by the charts that are published in this month's
newsletter. Please take a close look at them.
I am sure they
will prove to be very interesting. (Many thanks to Brad Kleitz
for the contribution of these charts) All of this and much
more was presented by the expert panel. The main volume of this
issue is the transcription of the panel.
I wish to introduce another subject concerning the set-up of
our "Newsletter". Some of the sections I am contemplating are
a "Letters to the Editor" section, an "Upcoming Events" section
and perhaps a "Recent Sightings" section. I would welcome and
greatly appreciate your contributions to any of these areas.
There are some things you should know, however, that would be
halpful to both of us.
I cannot reprint anything that is copyrighted without the permission of the author. This does not
mean you should not contribute something written by someone else.
Their information could be a stimulus for me to write my own
article.
If you send in an article, letter or anecdote written
by you, I need a disclaimer from you allowing me to publish your
submission. The disclaimer need only be a note granting me
permission to publish your material and needs to be signed and
dated. As for upcoming events, you can search the calendar
sections of your local newspapers for possibilities or perhaps
you belong to an organization and would like to list your
meeting times. If you do send in information about an event,
please be certain this information is accurate and complete.
One more thing - we need PHOTOGRAPHS and welcome submissions.
I would like to extend an apology to those who had to contact
us several times before receiving their "Newsletter". Some
delays were due to error on our part, but most were caused
by a ,certain post office (not ours) that neglected to deliver
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the newsletters in its a rea. An inquiry has bee n made as to
why this happened. We trust thi s will not h appen again.
I would like to extend another apology to someone in particular .
In the l as t issue there appeared a story that belongs to
Christa Tilton .
You may have noticed that I h a d misspelled her
name - it ' s Christa , not Krista.
I also missed a type regarding
her age - she is 37 not 27 . Unfortunately, another error was
made i n the name of h er book , "The Triad Experiment" , not Quest .
She has a publication called "Crux Publication ".
If you would
like more in depth information on Chris t a's experiences , you
can contact her by writing to :
Crux Publication
P . O. Box 471
Paris, Texas 75461
I will now leave you to read on and enjoy this month ' s " Newsletter " .
We regret we we r e not ab le to include the interview with Billy
Goodman in this issue due to the amount of space taken by the
transcription of the VIP panel. We fe lt th a t this information
was very important to present to you .
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* BASED OF FACT
*REVEALING-AMAZING
* THIS CHALLENGING
BOOK WI LL OPEN THE
EYES OF EVERYONE !
ONLY $8.95
Send To:
I.E.C. BOOK DEPT.
P.O. Box 73
Van Nuys, Ca. 91408
(Cal. Res. Add 6~rJ
recommended
Not
for those who do not
wish to learn Truth!
* * *

CELESTIAL DREAMS
Shall we swim celestial pools
and quench our spiritual thirst? ••
••• in waters flowing crystal pure,
beyond this realm called Earth.
And we shall board a mighty craft
that sail celestial seas;
a magic raft that floats 'tween worlds,
beyond wars and disease.
We'll smoothly sail through stars above,
with faith course will plot;
return to stellar isles and seas
of dreams dreamt, but forgot.
Revisit mysteries of life
to share with all mankind;
with swords of truth we'll set men free
from bondage of the mind
The wise will seek to understand
the truths taught in the past;
illusion fills our mundane· minds,
BUT-what crumbles does not last.
So let us yearn for better things,
prepare our souls, we MUST...
.
••• for our true home, eternal,
beyond all graveyards, time, and dust.
A day will come when we'll recall
our sojourn through the skies;
but first we must evolve beyond
BLOODLUST-HATE-GREED-AND LIES.
Written by: A Voice In The Wind
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02XYGEN THERAPIES
A NEW WAY OF APPROACHING DISEASE
ACNE

AIDS

CANDIDA

ALLERGIES

COLDS

DIABETES

HERPES

AIDS?

ARTHRITIS

CANCER?

LUKEMIA

FLU
MS

ASTHMA
HE'\RT

CANCER
HEPATITIS

ULCERS

HEART DISEASE?

ARTHRITIS?

02XYGEN THERAPIES HAVE BEEN USED TO TREAT THESE DISEASES .
THEY MAY NO LONGER BE AUTOMATIC DEATH SENTENCES'
NATURE'S OXYGEN, the one thing we can't live without. Not for long anyway. The
less of it we have in our body cells. the worse our health berumes. We can die slowly
or quickly from lack of it.
SEDENTARY LIFESTYLES, poor food . lack of exercise. and shallow breathing of
polluted air are contributing factors that have created a chronic "low oxygen" condition
in our cells.
OUR METABOLISM is a process of burning food for energy . If attempted in a low
oxygen environment. it's like trying to burn wet wood. where something is always left
over. Our cells accumulate unburnt. or unoxidized. waste products that "plug up the
works", and create fenile. swamp like. breeding grounds for harmful viruses and microbes.
HERE'S THE KEY. These viruses and microbes (like in fiu. wId,. AIDS. arterial plaque & cancer cells), live best in Iqw oxygen environments. The)' arc anerobic. That means.
raise the oxygen level around them. and they die! Supply the cel! environment with enough
of nature's oxygen and it finally "burns up" the waste products! Simple. Too simple?
Apparently, since there have been over 4000 anic\es in the available medical literature.
in the past 40 years. referring to the action of oxygen products on pathogens. And. unlike
some current disease treatments. when administered at the proJer levcls. and in the proper way . there have been very few side effects or toxicity repoiled. other than temporary
cleansing reactions. Many alternative health treatments owe theic effectiveness to oxygenation. Nature has provided us with a simple energy transport . c\elnsing. and repair system.

MYSTERY FIREBALL PUTS ON
SKY SHOW OVER WIDE AREA
(Los
Angeles
Times
12 /29/89 )
A
large ,
greenish
fireball flashed across
the sky at high al ti tude
Thur sday evening, putting
o n a celestial d is play
v isibl e from the Grand
Can yon
to
Son
Diego,
a u thorities said.
Pilots flying between
13,000 feet and 35,000
feet reported seeing the
fireball over Arizona and
Nevada, Federal Aviation
Adm inistration off i cials
said.
Coast
Guard
officials in Long Beach
said they had received
reports of sightings from
San
Diego
to
Santa
Barbara .
A
spokesperson
at
griffith Observatory said
they
did
not
have
sufficient information to
determine what caused the
fireball .

02XYGEN THERAPIES
A NEW WAY OF APPROACHING DISEASE reveals:
• Current popular methods of Increasing cellular oxygenation.
• Formulas, patents, and ongoing lab scientific & mcdical studies.
• Anecdotal & Medical case histories of former AII>S and other
degenerative disease victims, who were treated with oxygenation
methods by health professionals, and are now back at work, and
viral free.

• Contacts: Names, addresses, methods, and the current status of groups,
products, and companies all OHr the world, who arc currenlly Inmil'ed
with many different types of oxygenation therapies.
02XYGEN THERAPIES, the result of 3 years of research. is available from :

Cost of book is $12.00 + $1 . 50 shipping and handling.
Send to: Oas is Station General Store, 80-705A Hwy 86.
Therma l
CA 92274 .
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ANOTHER
aoVERNMENT COVEJl..UP

TIl. sclenlllic fraud of animal resealth
in medical science. A muill·billion dollar
industry financed with your tax dollars.

Secrecy and deception has enabled this
scam to grow to monstrous proportions.
Contact PAVE for more Information. Join
PAVE and hetp fight the system.
Contributions welcome.

,...i"Zll\fl:
n., ._II"'p....""'_~.
PAVE

P.O. Box2n45
_ _ _ . _ Las Vegas. NV 89128
(7021367-6231
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AT THE HAPPENING
And boy, what a "Happening"l Billy Goodman hosted a program
in Las Vegas at the "Showboat" on January 7 1990, at which Bill
Cooper was the featured speaker. There were two programs of
Bill Cooper's speech. The first was from 3:00p.m. until 6:00p.m
The second one was from 7:00p.m. until 9:00p.m., immediately
after which a VIP panel was presented until 11:00p.m. A total
of aproximately 1,200 people who attended the "Happening".
Many of the regular listeners of the "Billy Goodman Happening"
were able to interface with each other, and in some cases get
to know each other personally. The foyer was set up with tables
that offered reading and listening material consisting of Virgil
Armstrong's books and tapes, Bo Gritz's books and video tapes,
Roger the Dodger with tapes of previous "Happening" programs.
programs, Books on dianetics, the first issue of the "Happening
Newsletter", and Dr. Who, with a High Frequency Generator, was
there to demonstrate and answer questions.
Bill Cooper's talk was thorough and quite revealing. He
showed via slide projector many government documents proving
that our Government has allegiance with a race of space aliens
referred to as the "Large Nose Grays". cooper also showed
photographs of bases and mining equipment on the Moon. These
photographs were allegedly taken in the later part of the 1950s,
before we had ever launched our first space capsule.
Cooper suggest, based on information taken from government
documents, that our Government signed a treaty with the "Large
Nose Grays" in 1954. President Eisenhower met with these aliens
at what is now known as Edwards Air Force Base to sign this
treaty, which basically states we would not interfere with their
affairs and they would not interfere with ours.
In exchange
of their technology, they could abduct humans on a limited basis
for medical examinations provided the humans were not harmed
and that they would be returned" to their place of origin without
recall. Our government was to be furnished with a list of all
of those who had been abducted. Cooper stated that the aliens
broke this treaty a long time ago.
In 1969, a confrontation
took place between our government and the aliens. Scientist
working with the aliens were taken as hostages at Dulce
underground laboratories. Delta Forces were sent in which
resulted in the death of sixty-six of our men. Our government
withdrew from any interaction with them for a short period of
time, but has since resumed working with them.

-
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One of the things that I found most interesting wa s the photo graph of the alien that appeared in "Aviation Week " and "Space
Technology " . It is alleged that this photograph (s ee page 1 0 )
was that of a sculpture of an alien . Cooper was able to discount
this a llegation through enlargement of the photograph. To prove
that this was a photograph of a liv i ng being , Cooper pointed out
small hairs along the neck and shoulder . The creases which you
can see in the neck look quite natural. Blood veins in the arms
are apparent and moisture which can be seen in the eyes and nose
are def i nitely not characteristic of a "s culpture " .
Billy , I salute you.
You really outdid yourself this time .
I have been to one of your previous seminars and it ' s quite
obvious you went all out for this "Happening ". Tha·nk you ever
so much!

LISA E . VAUGHN

(Top Left): Foyer at the
Happening . (Bottom Left):
Entrance to the Happe n ing
(Right): Hand painted
poster advertizing the
Happening
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EXPERT PANEL
BILLY GOODMAN INTRODUCTION:
Today we are on the road ••• and in the next couple of hours, you
are going to hear and see some things that I know you have never
heard or seen before. I welcome you to fabulous Las Vegas, Nevada
at the Showboat and on behalf of Lee Samuels Productions, KVEG
840 AM, welcome! We care ••. wake up, America! That's what this
is about. Don't leave your televisions. This panel was taped
for television. Tapes are not available as of yet. When they
are, it will be announced.
Ladies and gentlemen, do you believe there are alien bases on the
moon? Our first guest on this VIP panel today is Virgil Armstrong.
Virgil ••• tell us. Are there alien bases on the moon?
VIRGIL ARMSTRONG:
There certainly are, and it has been proven time and time again.
Our astronauts have come back and obliquely referred to that.
Some have spoken outstandingly about that, have broken security
and of course have been admonished. Buzz Aldrin happened to have
been one of them. He was given an ultimatum as to whether or not
he wanted to keep his rank as an admiral or of course possibly
an ••• well, of course, he was an alcoholic to begin with and it ·was
my understanding he was told to get into AA. The government has
many ways of coercing people to do what they want. Believe me,
they are on the moon. I have a tape that is· called "What NASA
Didn't Tell You About The Moon", ninety minutes.
I suggest you
listen to it. Thank you.
BILLY GOODMAN:
Bases on the moon. We will be getting more into that. I know
what you are thinking ... it can't be. Why did we go to the moon
then? We will find out more about that.
Listen to this, ladies and gentlemen. In the very near future
you may never have money in your pockets. I know what you're
saying ••• no, it can't be. My next guest on this VIP panel is
Brad Kleitz. Brad Kleitz, you mean to tell me, America could be
facing a cashless society?
BRAD KLEITZ:
Yes; Billy. Over the last ten years I have picked up things here
and there. The pieces of the puzzle begin to mount in my mind •..
and what it's done is put me in a position where I have to be up
here right now because I feel that· unless I tell this to as many.
people around the world as I can, we don't have a future as we
know it here in America ••••• unless you digest what you are going
to hear tonight and you do something about it.
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BILLY GOODMAN:
There was a check issued to some lady in the state of Virginia.
What it said on the back •.. on the back of the check was •••
"When you go to cash this check, make sure you show the mark on
your hand." I'll jeave that right there for now.
My next guest on the VIP panel is the real IIRambo" and he believes
there are still prisoners of war in Southeast Asia.
I'm talking
about Colonel Bo Gritz.
Colonel ••. (ovation). As you can he~r
here, he is a real hero. But, Colonel, corne on, prisoners of war
still today?
BO GRITZ":
Billy, I don't believe ... I know it! You may wonder why a Green
Beret colonel is mixed in with people who are talking about bases
on the moon, one world government, cashless societies, but it is
because I represent one more card in that deck. I didn't choose,
I was chosen by the Executive Branch to go into the jungle, come
back and tell them there were no prisoners left alive. It's not
true. They are there, and I know why they are there now ••• and I
know those people who are in our Executive Branch who have reason
to cover them up until they are no longer there ••• and that's what
we are doing here tonight ••• to try, Billy, through each one of us,
in our experiences, to relate the truth about what's happening.
I think you will find that it dovetails very well.
It all comes
down to one thing and that will be the conclusion of this "Happening" tonight.
BILLY GOODMAN:
Thank you, Colonel Bo Gritz.
A man who was in the jungles. He
was there, he knows what he is talking about. Colonel Bo Gritz
related to me that he was told to go to Southeast Asia, ,but to
come back and tell us there are no prisoners of war. He can't do
that any longer .•. and we'll talk more about that.
There's been a lot of talk lately about cancer. Of course, it's
always been in the news. I'm sure you've lost many of your loved
ones. But do you think it's pssible that there is something
available that could not only help cure cancer, but maybe even
prevent cancer? I know what you're saying:
"Come on, Billy,
you're losing your mind." My next guest on the VIP panel goes
by the name of "Wally" and he knows all about something known as
the Ozone Oxygen Generator. What the heck is an Ozene Oxygen
Generator, Wally? Tell us about it.
WALLY:
An Ozone Oxygen Generator is •.. all it is, is just taking USP
pharmaceutical grade 02 and running it across the corona arc
inside the Ozone Generator and converting the 02 oxygen into
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02 ozone ••• and picking it up into a 60cc syringe and putting it in
a 25G butterfly needle and injecting it directly into the blood
stream. That is one application. There are many others and •••
we have one out of three people in our society who has cancer.
It's directly attributed to lack of oxygen in our atmosphere. We
a~e no longer in an aerobic environment, we are in an anaerobic
environment ••• meaning, we don't have enough oxygen, so our cells
will do one of two things ••• they will either die off or they will
convert into a plant cell. That's all cancer is, a plant cell.
Believe it or not. A man who proved this was a Dr. Otto Warburg,
1923. He was a German biophysicist who got the Nobel Peace Prize
for this twice, in 1931 and in 1950. At the Cancer Institute of
America, they proved his findings to be correct and suppressed
this and hid this from our society. It's a real sad situation,
but that's another piece of this puzzle.
BILLY GOODMAN:
"Sad" is not the word for it, for this man ••• I lost my mother
because of cancer ••• I lost a couple of uncles because of cancer •••
and now I've heard that they could still be living today. If not
only using the Ozone Oxygen Generator, there are other cancer cures,
and we have them here today. I wish you could be here to share it
with us, but we will be talking about it, hopefully we will touch
on it, and maybe we will show you, and you are probably saying out
there, "What the heck do cancer cures have to do with Colonel Bo
Gritz talking about prisoners of war, Virgil Armstrong, bases on
the moon?" I'll tell you what it's all about. It's all about the
same thing. The only reason you don't know about what we have just
talked about, and other cancer cures, is that the government doesn't
want you to know. Why? I don't know that answer. Maybe we will
get to that answer today.
Next on the VIP panel is a young man who called me on the "Billy
Goodman Happening". He's an ex-member of the Special Forces, someone who really got involved •.. so involved, as a matter of fact, he
has talked to attorneys and judges about something called "Congressional amnesty" because recently there has been information passed
ou~ by a government scientist who saw not only one flying saucer,
but as many as nine flying saucers ..• and he wants more people to
come forward from an area called 5-4, right here near Las Vegas,
Nevada. They are afraid to come forward because if they do they
could wind up in jailor they could wind up fined a lot of money
and lose their benefits from the government. But if we could put
a Congressional amnesty together, I understand that they could
come forward. So my next guest on the VIP panel is a gentlemen
by the name of Richard Murray. Richard, what the heck is
"Congressional amnesty"?
RICHARD MURRAY:
Congressional amnesty is based on a Congressional investigation.
When I first got started with this, for years I went around and
_13_

talked and talked and I just became crazy. I was blue in the face,
no one would listen to me. Then all of a sudden I look in rooms
like this where there are 800, 900 people and we have to make a
movement if we want this information to come out. Our movement
meeds to be strategically planned, strategically operated like we
are members of a war room. We need to bring this out and we need
to educate ourselves. I had a man tell me one time that he
challenged me to take back my mind, and that more sense to me
than anything I ever heard, because ever since I was a child I
realized my whole mind has been stifled by what I saw on television and what I heard in the news, and when I read secret
documents that proved the ghettos will always be ghettos, where
they can test their drugs and diseases, and that certain people
will be allowed to be wealthy, certain areas of our lives will be
restricted for us to go into, I said, "This is a crock of crap.
This is America! This is a land of plenty!" I took an oath to
protect the Constitution of this county, the same as many men and
women in this group did. So now I just figured I will just do what
I can do. What I felt I could do was to plan right along with
these gentlemen and get actual strategic inside information on
where we can set up a plan of movement for us to go into. So I
put together six letters that you can take and copy and give to
your friends; you can do whatever you want with them. I ask you
to send them in, return receipt requested. Let's start stockpiling
this information. Let's go after these big boys. They work for
us, we don't work for them!!
BILLY GOODMAN:
So very, very well put, Richard. That is the truth. Where it got
to the point they are superstars all of a sudden is beyond me, too.
But it seems like every state in the Union, they have their own
congressman and senators and governors and they are more important
than the people.
My next guest on the VIP panel is probably one of the leading
experts on UFOs. Also a man who predicted, right on my "Billy
Goodman Happening" back in August, 1989. He said, "Billy, the
Berlin Wall will collapse. The European countries will have no
boundaries." Well, of course I was listening to him. I said,
"Well, o.k., it sounds interesting. But if that were to happen
I would call him a psychic." But he is a man who has come throygh
an awful lot in life and a man who puts his life on the line, much
like the folks here on the VIP panel today. He said to me on the
air,. "Billy, my life doesn't mean anything to me if I can' t have
freedom." He also told me a story. He said, "Billy, I saw a
UFO. I saw it come out of the water when I was in the service
and I saw top secret papers." We'll get into that. First, Bill
Cooper, tell us about seeing that fabulous UFO coming up out of
the water. Let's hear his story! (ovation)
- 14-

BILL COOPER:
Well, when I was in the Navy, Billy, as a very junior member of the
Navy, stationed on a submarine, which I volunteered for, I was the
port lookout on a transit between the Portland/Seattle area and the
submarine base at Pearl Harbor. I saw a •.• what was commonly
referred to as a UFO, the size of a midway class aircraft carrier
come up out of the water and turn on its axis and go up into the
clouds. Needless to say, I was dumbfounded and knew that my
responsibilities dictated that I had to report this, lest thiS
object was hostile to the vessel and the crew which I served.
But I didn't want to say what I had seen because I didn't want
to be branded as a looney bin crazy either ... in case nobody else
saw it. At that point, I knew that they hadn't. I notified the
officer of the deck. He helped cover the area without knowing
what I had seen. After a few seconds, either the same object or
a different object that looked exactly like it, came back down
out of the clouds, repeated the same maneuver, and went back down
into the water. The captain was called to the bridge and he was
followed by the chief quartermaster, who took photographs with a
3Smm camera, and myself, the officer of the deck, Ensign Ball,
the captain of the vessel, the chief quartermaster and the starboard lookout ••• we watched this repeat itself repeatedly over a
seven to ten-minute period of time. We were told not to discuss
it by the captain, not even to talk about it amongst ourselves.
When we berthed at Pearl Harbor, an officer of Naval Intelligence
came on board. We were not allowed to leave the vessel on normal
liberty until we had spoken to him individually, one at a time •••
and basically what he wanted to know was, what did we see? I began
to tell him what I saw and this man flew into a tir.ade at me.
Having come from a military family and having served already
four years in the United States Air Force, in Strategic Air Command, I knew what he wanted to hear. I told him, "Sir, I didn't
see anything." He then had me sign a security oath saying that
I would never talk about nothing I had never seen, and that was
the end of that.
BILLY GOODMAN:
Thank you, Bill Cooper, and thank you all the rest of the VIP
panel. America ••• we hope you have awakened a little bit more than
when you first tuned in tonight. I want to introduce a special
person. A special person who is my co-host today on the show.
This is a young man who works up in San Francisco in another
radi'o station, listens to the "Billy Goodman Happening" every
night with one earphone in this ear and does his own show with
the other. I don't know how he does it, but he does it. He is
a man who knows all there is to know about "Alternative 3". He
follows everything you've heard about here on the VIP panel and
is my co-host. I want you to meet him and I want you to give him
a round of applause .•. Roger Nelson. (ovation)
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ROGER NELSON:
Well, thank you, ~illy. I got 'into all this ..• the reason I'm
standing here is because I took John Mitchell, the Attorney General
of the United States during the Nixon Administration, for his word.
He said a couple of things. He said, "Don't watch what we say,
watch what we do." and number two was, "Follow the money." That's
why I'm here. I have opened my eyes. I shut off the TV set. I
became an information junky, but not of the media. I found a
great source, God bless her soul, Mae Brussell. I am a Brussell
sprout. People recognize that name ••• and I have followed the
money and I have watched what they do, not what they say. That's
why I can rubber stamp everything I have heard on this distinguished
panel today. I've seen some, very little in some cases, some a lot,
of what they have to say. It's all true and it's all valid and the
reason I'm here is, because I've learned it and I'm here to pass
it on. And I hope every single one of you will do exactly the
same thing.
BILLY GOODMAN:
We're back and we have a question out here in the audience.
is your name, please?

What

John Doe.
John Doe, welcome. OK, John, are you a comedian or do you have
a question? Now come on, be honest.
JOHN:
I have a question. It's for Bill Cooper. I put this question to
Bill English at the MUFON Convention and like your congressmen,
he wouldn't touch it with a ten-foot pole. After reading your
sworn statement in "UFO Universe" I just wonder if you can shed a
little light on the subject for the audience here. The grays
(an alien race) have boasted on several occasions that they're
the manipulators of DNA molecule, they created Jesus Christ for
our spiritual enlightenment. Can you comment on that, and the RH
blood facor, and possibly the hologram machine that recorded
the crucifixion.
BILL COOPER:
Ah yes, I would be happy to. What I read in the documents I was
privy to see between 1970 and 1973 was that the aliens we are
exchanging information with told us that they were responsible for
the manipulation of our species throughout our history through
religion, witchcraft, secret societies, all different kinds of
things, and that indeed they had created and were responsible for
the person we call Jesus Christ who was sent to give us some sort
of a message. Whether this is true or not, I don't have any way
of knowing. I can say that I showed you today in my presentation
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the book, "After Its Kind", which has the alien insignia on the
front and was first printed in 1927, which purports that there
were outside influences other than earth, and propounds a scientific
creationist point of view ••• and by the way, if you read the book,
you'll find it is very scientific and not at all from a religious
standpoint. Also, the presence of RH negative factor in the human
bolld signifies and .has been stated to signify that there has been
some outside interbreeding with the human race at some point in
our history, other than the normal evolutionary progress that we
would have. It is not a mutation, not any of those things that
always revert back to what they began to be. It is some kind of
outside introduction into the human race of another completely
different blood factor which is completely absent of the RH factor
which is supposedly the link between us and the primate, the
Reeces monkey.
ROGER NELSON:
This is a question for Colonel Bo Gritz.

What is your name, sir?

Bud.
BUD:
Colonel Bo Gritz, I would like to have you, if you would please,
give us the information you have concerning the importation of
drugs from Southeast Asia into the United States in military
aircraft or CIA controlled aircraft and the people responsible
for being behind it in our government.
BO GRITZ:
In 1986 I was asked by the White House to go into Burma as the
first American agent to do so, and penetrate the inner sanctum
of General Khun Sa. It was said that he had prisoners of war and
that's been my mission since 1979, to find them. I went there.
Khun Sa had no prisoners. He said he would stop all of the
heroin and he would reveal all of the U.s. government officials
who have been his best customers for more than fifteen years.
I do know that during the Vietnam War, from 1964 until 1969, I
commanded special operations troops. I had an army of Cambodians.
I know that there are as many bomb holes in Cambodia and Laos as
there are in Vietnam and I know that Congress did not authorize
any troops to be there to do that. I know that Air America was
more affectionately known by the GIs as Air Opium because they
did use drugs from the Golden Triangle and they did fly them
abourd Air America, and that that money did pay for mercenary
armies the u.S. Congress did not know about. I know that 308
POWs were left to die alone at the hands of our enemies because
Henry Kissinger would not allow the Laotians to negotiate because
it would have revealed the secret war. Then somebody might have
asked, "Where did you get the money to conduct it." T.hen the
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drug operations would have been revealed. I know that as
commander of Special Forces in Latin America and as a person in
charge of covert operations there, at the same time George Bush
was President of the CIA. I know that during that period we
discovered Manuel Noriega. Of course, we knew from Omar Torrijos,
the director at that time, that he was the funnel for drugs into
America. He played a much larger role in 1975, '76 and '77, the
time I was there, than he does today. We set a plan in motion
that would have eliminated him in 1976. I was told to keep my
hands off of him, that he had, quote: IIImmense value at the
highest level." When I questioned that, I was told we were
paying him as much as the President to be a CIA asset.
I don't know any other CIA agent in the history of the agency
that's been paid $200,000 a year, not counting the money made
off the drugs that he was shipping into the U.S., but Noriega
was and he was working for Bush, who at that time was Director
of the Central Intelligence Agency. I know that I was told to
keep my hands of him and as a good soldier at that time, I did.
I know that we brought back information in '86, '87 and '89 that
Richard Armatage, the Assistant Secretary of Defense, was the
bag man to this government drug operation. I know we presented
the films and video tapes to the White House and received no
interest at all. I know that Richard Armatage was appointed by
George Bush as Assistant Secretary of State and because of people
like you who were angry enough to begin to call Clayborn Pale,
he was removed by the Administration. Almost unprecedented, they
took him out and put him in as Secretary of the Army. And that
made me mad because we lost 58,000 young men and women, age
nineteen years, that's the average, in Vietnam to hostile fire.
We lost 75,000 to the drug runners and this man was to be Secretary of the Army? You began to call Sam Nunn, who was Chairman
of the Armed Services Committee. Rather than be investigated like
Mr. Tower was, to the embarrassment of the Administration, Richard
Armatage quit ••• and I know today he is being appointed or considered
to be appointed right now as we speak, as the President's personal
National Security Advisor. So that should tell you something. I
know that you are never going to get anything out of Manuel Noriega
and of course other questions will flush that out. (ovation)
ROGER NELSON:
Roger Nelson here and who are you?
George.
GEORGE:
Late last year, when all of the media were carrying stories about
sightings and the crash in the Soviet Union, I saw two government
responses and I would like the panel to address them, and I have
another question. First of all, I heard one person say, "I can
answer that with one word: vodka" ... and another responded by
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making a comment concerning Premier Gorbachov, Glasnost and
Paristrika. He made a remark about their drinking habits. Now
the question is, if there is a doctor in the house, how much vodka
do you have to drink to see things of that nature.
BILL COOPER:
Well, we know Colonel Bo Gritz doesn't drink, so he can't answer
that question.
BILLY GOODMAN:
Getting back to more of "Wake up, America," I have a question
right here, and your name is?
My name is Araha.
ARAHA:

A question regarding the cashless society. I'm not really sure
what the cashless society is and if you're telling us everyone in
power already controls the money and the government, why do they
want to change it if they have all the money?
BILLY GOODMAN:
Maybe Brad Kleitz can answer that question.
BRAD KLEITZ:
It's taken me about ten years to try and to try and figure that
same thing out myself. Let me read something to you. I have two
paragraphs here that are going to show you that this isn't something that has come on quickly in Europe. This is by David Ben
Gurion when he was Prime Minister of Isreal. Now this reflects
directly to the cashless society because these people, they're
long term thinkers. Fifty years for them is not a long time.
They have the power, they have the money and they have the
intelligence. They can harvest the intelligentsia all the way
around the world and use it for whatever they choose, at any
given time. This came out of Look Magazine, January 16, 1962.
David Ben Gurion, when Prime Minister of Isreal - the image of
the world in 1987, as traced in his imagination.
"The Cold War will be a thing of the past." (Remember, this
is written over 25 years ago •.• the Cold War will be a thing
of the pa~t) "Internal pressure of the constantly growing
intelligentsia in Russia for more freedom and the pressure
of the masses for raising the standards of living may lead
to a gradual democratization of the Soviet Union. On the
other hand, the increasing influence of the workers and
farmers ..... (Who, by the way, are becoming the oppressed
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in this nation. But in this article it suggests
that they are the ones responsible for what follows
here) "The workers and farmers and the rising political
importance of the men of science may transform the United
States into a welfare state planned economy." (Believe me,
this is what is planned for the United States) "Western
and Eastern Europe ••• " (Notice he says Eastern Europe,
the Communist bloc) "will become a federation of autonomous states having a socialist and democratic regime,
with the exception of the USSR as a federation Eurasion
state. All other countries will become united in a world
alliance, at whose disposal will be an international
police force."
That was twenty-five years ago. My feeling is that this man was
privy to plans that none of us have known about, but they have
for a long time. That is part of the backbone and structure of
the cashless society that has also been engineered by the technology that Bill has been talking about, that we know nothing about.
It's on its way and if we don't get together as a solid body,
we will live to experience revelations of the great visionary
John in the Bible.
I gave everybody, or some people, several hundred of these I
passed out (Trilateral Commission charts). If you have these,
could you pull these out. I want to answer that woman's question
just as quickly as I can, but it will give you concrete information of the machinery that is going to be coming in our direction
in the near future. This card (please refer to charts, page 26)
right at the top is called the final ID transaction card. On
the corner on this side it has a universal product code ••• is
everybody familiar with the universal product code? What that
code is ••• when you go to the grocery store, they drag that over
the laser. Well, that code is supposed to be to label products
only. They also have an idea that people would fit that code
right nicely and I'm going to get into the evolution of that as
quickly as I can. OK, there is a magnetic strip on this bank
.
card, there is a picture of the individual and a signature to
be signed. The international access code of this card, the
reason it is called a world ID card, is because they want us in
a world identification computer system. It's got, and I'm going
to explain how in a minute, 666 encoded in every single product
code that we have been using, since it came out. Now I will show
you the reality of that in a second •.• and you think that this
book that was written by Mary Ralph(?) .•• she is minister in
Montgomery, Alabama .•. that's where I got this information •••
you think this card is a thing of the future? Ted Koppel brought
this card out on the NBC News and what he said was, this card
is now being issued to the Palestinians in order to access Isreal.
I've got that video tape at my house.
I am going to wrap this up
and I am going to get back to the use of this universal product
code and where that 666 comes froM later.
-
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BILLY GOODMAN:
Roger Nelson, what do you think about what you are hearing today?
ROGER NELSON:
It is exactly what I've been listening to on your program for
the past many months on the radio, and it's also part-and-partial
of the information I have gathered over the last several years.
Now another thing that is part of the scenario, that hasn't exactly
been thrashed about yet, is the "Alternative 3" scenario. That's
whereby politicians and scientists got together in 1957 and decided
there was no way out of a population problem and that the environment was going to be poisoned beyond your ability to use it, and
they fabricated this program. They put is together. There were
two alternatives discharged out of hand because apparently they
were too radical. The third one, which seems rather extreme, was
that they were going to get off the planet with the best and the
brightest, while there was still a chance to do it. It is an
ongoing problem and it has caused bases to be first placed on the
Moon, later on Mars, and if you think that is a tough nut to crack,
think about the Soviet space station up there. It is an independent
biosphere you can anchor anywhere you want, onto any planet surface,
and it is going on. Bill Cooper of course has confirmed much of
the information that I put to him and others on the scenario.
There is a book and a video tape reenactment of the "Alternative 3"
scenario available. We are on Mars and there is life there.
BILLY GOODMAN:
That is what one of our guests on the VIP panel has been talking
about, people on the Moon and Mars. I understand somebody has a
question for Virgil Armstrong in the audience. Yes, what is your
name?
Mark.
MARK:

Gentlemen, Mr. Armstrong, I have a question. I would like to
present a scenario quickly, if I may. Just a few bruch strokes.
There was a very important movie that carne out about ten years
ago that particularly intrigued me. I have seen it several times
now, called "Capricorn I". I urge everyone in the audience to
see "it. What's most interesting about this, is that it shows
that is it possible for the media, in its great power and complexity, to ckpletely alter our sense of perception to the extent that
they can fake something as intricate as a space launch and I can
see the reason for the establishment to want to do this. What I
guess I want to ask you, sir, are you familiar with the movie,
and if so, what is the possibility that something like this has
happened or could happen? And secondly, that a gentleman by the
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name of Bill Casey wrote a book called "We Never Went to the Moon".
Just to summarize one of his key points , he says if we went to
the Moon, scientists have theorized the Moon had a six to twelveinch layer of dust on it, and that the retrorockets would have
bIased a cloud so big it would have completely hidden the rocket
and would have made a blot large enough to be seen by the unaided
eye on earth ••• and I'm wondering what your response to the observation is.
VIRGIL ARMSTRONG:
That's a bunch. Can I do something before I answer your question,
at least in part? One thing is lacking here that is very much
needed because all the information being put out is frightening
in some cases. It's unsettling and I hear it and I see it causing
a reaction here which I think is potentially dangerous. I think
we are forgetting about something - a four-letter word called
"love". Would you please turn to one another before I answer
that question and say "I love you". Let's raise the vibrations
in this room. Please do it ••••.••••• thank you. Ladies and gentlemen, that is the greatest force you've got going for you right now
(ovation) to addess any of these issues that have been raised here
today. Don't forget it. Moreover, let me tell you something else.
There are many out there, I'm not talking amongst you, although
there are, who are waiting for you to exact that very thing ••• to
walk in love and light and balance. When you do that, many of the
problems that fact you today of course will automatically dissolve
and resolve. So make it a pledge as of this day to walk in love
and light and balance. Many of the problems that many of us have
talked about will go away if you walk in love and light and balance.
Now to come back to that question, that simple question that man
asked.
I cannot say I saw the movie "Capricorn I", but have heard about
it and it was highly recommended to me. Due to my busy schedule
I never did see it. Number two, I think it is irrefutable that
we are on the Moon. As the gentleman said earlier, we've been
there since the early 60s and quite possible since the late 50s.
In my book called "The Armstrong Report", on pages 83 through 86,
there is a report by an engineer who was on a spacecraft that took
off from Stead AFB to the Moon and obviously to Mars and within an
hour and one-half they were well beyond the Moon. The speed of
the craft was over 300,000 MPH. Now that was in 1961 - we had the
technology to do that. The Moon indeed, as also claimed by the
Russians, is an artificial object within our solar ·system. It
was actually driven in here a~d it was parked. The hypotheses
was put forth by the very prestigious Soviet Academy of Sciences
that the only explanation for that silly thing to be sitting in
our· solar system is that it is a spacecraft capable of being
fired up and moved. Now there is an enigma that surrounds that,
and again, that is on my tape, "What NASA Didn't Tell Us About
the Moon". For instance, why is it that the craters on the Moon
are only 2.5 miles deep? Why aren't some four or six or ten?

Well, we know the interior of the Moon is artificial and any object
that impacts with it can go no further than 2.5 miles deep. One
of the anomolies is, of course, we found out about them. Thank you.
BILLY GOODMAN:
All right, do we have any more questions in the audience today,
as we are trying to wake up America. Yes, maim, do you have a
question? What is your name, please?
Lauri.
LAURI:
I would like to ask Mr. Cooper about how involved is the Rockerfeller family in the drug industry in America.
BILLY GOODMAN:
Well, how's about that one, Bill?
BILL COOPER:
Well, that's a question I have to say ••• I don't really know.
What I do know, from the documents I saw, is that the black programs, many of the black programs, are financed by the importation
and sale of illegal drugs. That the first operations were set in
place and headed by George Bush in conjunction with the CIA where
they were brought in through Central and South America to the
offshore oil platforms of Zapata Oil, and as we all know from the
researcg of many people, have branched to other areas of the world.
Colonel Bo Gritz has told us, to the Golden Triangle in Asia. We
now know that drugs are coming in by CIA propriety aircraft and
even on some occasions, military aircraft. As I have revealed
recently, a C-5A military aircraft was discovered landiqg at
Dover AFB in Delaware with a cargo that was labeled "Top Secret".
The crew of the aircraft did not know what the cargo contained
and did not have the clearance to know anyway and when it was
discovered what the cargo was, it was pure cocaine.
BILLY GOODMAN:
Perhaps we can have Colonel Bo Gritz respond on that about the
drug situation.
BO GRITZ:
I like to reference ••• I like to pin people down by names. That
way people can check them. There's a gentlemen named Rick
Schneider from Alaska who was a member of the Strategic Reconnaissance Aircraft who told me he was approached by members of the
Central Intelligence Agency to bring back drugs into the United
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States aboard these strategic Reconnaissance Aircraft because they
were always exempt from customs since they had top secret and
special intelligence gear aboard and they always landed at military
installations. He simply refused to be a part of it and they
didn't give him any hassle. I don't think there is any question
that when we were dealing in the Contra situation and Congress
would not allow us in the united states to fund the Contras, that
we sent through Southern Air ••• that is, the new Air Opium ••• we
sent through Southern Air, arms to the Contras, to Honduras,
Costa Rica, and brought back drugs in equal amounts to the ton.
As a matter of fact, video tapes I have right outside show 26,000
pounds of arms going down to Costa Rica, 26,000 pounds of drugs
coming back and being landed at Holmstead AFB and other places
like Laguna SEC Army Airfield which are very tight security.
BILLY GOODMAN:
All right. Colonel Bo Gritz, we thank you very much." I hope
you are enjoying what you are hearing today. We're not here to
frighten you, we're here basically to enlighten you and to urge
you to wake up, America.
ROGER NELSON:
I understand that, Billy. As a matter of fact, I saw a document
at the radio station last night that Richard Murray had brought
there, and it seemed to me to be a pretty concise plan of action.
Richard, if you would just elucidate a bit on what I saw last
night ••• that plan of action to attack Congress.
RICHARD MURRAY:
What he saw was a series of letters I put together so that we can
be informed, so that we can let them know that we are informed.
The whole plan of action here is that we are grass roots movement,
everything has got to be non-violent and I stress that fact. Do
not get into violent states in this movement. It's going to be
big. The reason you cannot get into the violent act is because
we do not want to give any reason at all for acts of FEMA to be
implemented in the United states. We don't want to be a part of
that and that's very important. You don't know how important
that is. This is something that we are dealing with for the
future so that our children, if we have children, will have lives
in which they can be free. Like our forefathers set forth for us.
What the letter simply states ••• the black operations around UFOs
is going to open up Pandora's Box, it's already known.
I'll read you the letter real quickly.
"Dear Senator:
I am an American taxpayer and a registered voter in
my state. I am fully aware and my social groups are
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fully aware of UFOs being held in secret at the following
bases: Nellis AFB in Nevada, Groom Lake, Sector 51,
Sector S-4 at Dolce, New Mexico - an underground base;
there are other bases we have proof of. They will be
named as we proceed further. We know that they are there
and we are concerned. We have heard from top secret
government officials, scientists, astronauts and many
well respected men of this nation as to some of the
startl~ng truths that exist around these situations.
The existence of the UFOs and the aliens that brought
them here and the secret treaty signed with them are
true and we have proof. We understand that there have
.been many black operations by certain sections of the
government to fund the manufacturing of the technical
discoveries found from actual recovered spacecraft. It
is our understanding in these operations, that the funds
obtained by many years of organized drug sales by high
level government officials are channeled in to develop
thes~ projects.
This would explain the reason why drugs
are virtually impossible to be stopped in the streets of
the United States. We disapprove of this action and we
want to stop it now. You can help.
Let this· letter act as an official request for a
Congressional investigation into the secrecy of the UFOs
and the black operations surrounding them. I also want
Congressional amnesty for blanket protection for the
following: government personnel, NASA officials, scientists,
astronauts, civil workers, witnesses, members of MJ-12,
CIA and FBI, anyone who had hands-on experience and proof.
This letter needs a reply. Please reply within ten working days of receipt of this letter as to your decision.
,
Sincere~y

yours,

Taxpayer and Voter"
That's the letter. It's one of six that are in this package.
(ovation) This is only a start, ladies and gentlemen. This is
the very start. This is the first step in the ladder of knowledge
we need to obtain for ourselves so we can determine our next move.
Thank you.
BILLY GOODMAN:
You can see the address on the screen, if you would like a copy
of what Richard Murray just read. (Richard Murray, 3368 Governor
Drive, Suite F-336, San Diego, California 92122) I urge you to
write for that. It makes it a lot easier for you than to have
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CAl
CAl

H.L Matthews

I

I

en
CAl
en
en

AdoIDhOc:M
Harrison Sallabury
A. Hays Sulzbergar CFR
A. 0dt8 Sutzbolger CPR

C.L SuIzbMgor

H.LSmfth

Steven Rattner

WILLIAM CLARK
(non member)

I

HATIOIW.

I

r

I

Thcm&S Watson. Jr.

en

Kathaltne Graham
PhIlip Graham

CPR

CA TC

T. TANNENWALD, Jr.

CPR

I

U.s. TAX COURT

~Wtmef,J',CAl

(non IN

TC

T

U

ALEXANDER HAIG

CPR

¢

I

ABBOn WASHBURN

CPR

1 I

FEDERAL COMMUNICAnONS
COMMISSION

MaY IIlIIer

QuIst..

N. ditB. Katzenblch CFR

Frederick Beebe

Robert
A. De Borehgme
0Ib0me BIIOt
PNlllp Geyefln
KermIt L&usnor
MIS'IY Marder

TC

en
en
CFJI
en
en
CA
CA

:

=-== =

~ PatIcer
~WlII

Robeit Ka/aer

Mea Greenfield

WaTt. Pincus

==

I
AIUJERS
IIIchMII POsra' CPR
I IOSTON GLOBE

I

DIwId AcIgIra
CPa
LA. TIllES SYNDICATE
...... Krd
CAlTC

Robert Potter
RIchard Wood
Robert u.tlo)'

.

I

ULUIORI! SUN

en

HlnlyTI8WNU

I

=I
CFR

(Wall St JoumeO

William Agee
J. Paul AuStin

I

CFR

en
DOW JONES a co.

Don Oberdorf.

CFR

H.L St8weMOn

CFR

CFR
CFR

CFR

a.rtos Meyer

CFR

TC

CPR

CFR

CFJI

K.wa Houae
en
NATIONAL REVIEW
Wm. F. 8ucIdeY. Jr. CFR
RIchard Broc*hIaer CAl

I

.

I

HOUSE a SENATE CFRlTC MEMBERS
SENATE

• HawanlIIUr

(Past & Present)

(Tenn.)
CFR
• 8Ircft IIaytI
(Ind.)
CFR
• uo,d IIentMn
(Tex.)
CFR
Brock
(Tenn.) CFR TC
• fdwad Broob (Mass.) CFR
• CIfIoId cae
(N.J.)
CFR
• F. . . Cburdl
(Idaho)
CFR
• DIcIl CIarI&
(Iowa)
CFR
Cohen (Maino) CFR TC
• AIM Ctaftlton
(Calif.)
TC
Jobn Cooper
(Ken.) CFR
• JolIn Culwr
(Iowa)
CFR TC
• JolIn DanfOlth
(Mo.)
TC
• JolIn Glenn
(Ohio)
TC
Hub. Humptny (Minn.) CFR
• .I'- J.vt..
(N.Y.)
CFR
• Ted Kennedr
(Mass.)
CFR
(Belongs to Boston Affiliate)
aalellcO..
(Wyo.)
CFR
• Oeofp McGONm (S.D.) CFR
(Md.)
CFR
• Cha..... M.W..
W.lter Monda.. (Minn.)
CFR

w-.m

wuu.a s..

TEXACO
Maurice F. Granville CFR

g~: TC
I

James E. Lee

CFR

•
•

CFR

I

I

I

I

I

I

OCCIDENTAL
A. Robert Abboud
CFR

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Reginald H. Jones
CFR
John F. Burlingame
TC

ATaT
Edward W. Carter
Jerome H. Holland
Juanita M. Kreps
Peter E. Haas
William A. Hewitt
Rawleigh Warner. Jr.

CFA
CFR
CFR
CFR
CFR TC
CFR

CATERPILLAR
LL.Morgan
CFR
R. S. Ingersoll
CFRTC

I

I

JOHN DEERE
William A. Hewitt
CFRTC

PRESIDENTS COMMISSION
ON EXECUTIVE EXCHANGE

HOUSE
John Anderson
(III.)
Les Aapln
(Wlsc.)
J.B. Bingham
(N.Y.)
John Bradema.
(Ind.)
B.rber Conablo, Jr. (N.Y.)
William A. Cotter (COnn.)
Dante FlScoll
(Fla.)
Thorn.. Foloy
(Wash.)
Donald Fr.ser
Charte. Schumer (N.Y.)
Stephen Solarz
(N.Y.)

CFR
CFR
CFA
CFR
CFRTC
CFR
CFR
CFR

TC
CFRTC
CFR
CFR
CFRTC

TC
CFR
CFR

TC
CFRTC
CFR
CFR

• Voted to teCum tho American Canal In Panama to Panamanian /l

_ 27 _

NOTE~

DEPARTMEN

GOftmment
Buslnns

280(12%)
150 (30%)

Edwantlloraa

a.awy.ra

218(10%)
411 (18%)

303 (14%) are Inwolved In

non-

,

The "NEW WORLD ORDER" vi
are not shared by aU members
dow dresslr'9". All Americans 1
mulated and Implemented by I

Alexander H.Ig. (Sec.)
Walter Sloes.... Jr.
(Under Sec.)
carol Baumann. (Research)
Richard Butt.
(Politico Military affairs)
Mark Feldman. (Legal)
Ann Hollick
(Policy Assessment)
RobertHorma"
(Economics, Business)

CFR
MEMBERSHIP BREAKDOWN
(198().'81 YearbOOk)

CI

INTERNATION
RECONSl
I DEVEL

1

Dawld Rockefallef
CFR TC
WlII.rd Butcher. Pm.. C'R
(Chase Manha"an Bank)
Thornton Bradshaw.
CFR
(Pres.• Atlantic Richfield)
John McKinley, Prea..
CFR
(Texaco 011 Co.)
Ruben Mettler,
CFR
(Chairman. TWR)
John Whitehead,
CFR
(Goldman. Sachs & Co.)
Martna y. N WhItman.
CFR TC
(General Motors Corp.)

~~~~~~~............. Scholars'
Educaton

• Danleilloynihan (N.Y.)
• Edmund MUAIe
(Ma.)
• Claiborne Pell
(R.I.)
• Abraham Rlblcoff (COnn.)
William Roth
(Dot)
• Paul &arMna
(Md.)
• Adlai Steftnson
(III.)
Stuart Symington (Mo.)
Robert Tett. Jr.
(Ohio)

•
•
•
•
•
•

I

SHELL
John F. Bookout

I

CI

ROBERTM

I

~~:~'v~~~~!Y
I
GULF

I

I

GEORGE

CIVIL AERONA

I NEWSWEEKIWASH. POST I
CFJI

1

IECllETMY OF STAll

TC

J

RONALD

NAnONAL SEC'

.-.

VICE PRESlDINT

I CPR

en

==

I

DAVID ROCKEFELLER

RIchard Butt
CA
tillE INC.
(ta!ph Da¥td8on
CFJI
Donald M. Wilson en
Louie Banks

=:.~

S45 E. 41th St, Na.
Phone (212)

QEORGE BUSH

8ICUAI1'Y ADVI8IR

en
CPR
en

801 Unowitz

If CPR

AMERICA~

The TRILATERAL

C'.
en
cn
C,.

.......

~=
~~CA

Jotm oakea

Phone (212)

NORTH

UI
UI

~~W~~'f:ttH

CF1t

58 E. 88th Sl, New

C'.TC
C'.TC

cn

Robert H. Knight. EIq.
Stewen Muller
G.,ald D. Hlna
John V. James
GeOfge WeyarhHU. .r
CF.TC
Hanry Woodbrtdge, Jr. C'.TC

CPR

James Greenfield
Max Frankel
JICk Roaonthal
HardI~ft

LE. Martiel

Paul Volck.,
Anthony M. Solomon
Emmett J. Ric.

BANKRUPTING AMERICA! If

I

NEW YORK TIllE CO.
AIc:Iwd GlIb
CPR

COUNCIL ON FORI

NEVER TAXED, NEVER AUDITED'

A Private, For·Profit Corporation ..

P.lt a Present CFRlTC Members (partlaillatlng)

James Reston
William Scranton

DAVID ROC

..

pmUAL RESDV.

CFR
CFR
CFR
CFR
CFR
CFR
CFR
CFR

(Intornal Energy Policy)
MIc:hMI ' - '
(Logal. Law Enforcement)
Ra,mond Platlg.
(Intelligence. Research)

Myef Rashlsh.
(EconomiC Allalr
Paul WoIlowitz.
(policy Planning)
JarnnSpatn

CFR

AM BAss.
J. .ne Klrkpatrtck
Richard Petree
Morton Abramowitz
Mlchaal Armacost (
Alfred Atherton
Hany Bama, Jr.
Hany BergoId. Jr.

CFR

proflt foundations which fund

Amartca's anemia. at home
and alKoed. ret appear to be
Immune from c:ongrnalonalln·
..stJgatlon.

1880
PRESIDENTAL CANDIDATES
(It is a standard practice for
members to resign before running
for publiC Office.)
John Anderson
CFRTC
Howllrd Baker
CFR
CFRTC
George Bush
Jimmy Cartar
TC
Ted Kennody(Bostn. affiliate)CFR
(Running CFR c.ndldat•• from each
party proyldo. Rockoleller continuing
control of the Executlvo Branch)

Do Nol D••trow.

Retain for Putur. R.f.renc••

BUREAU OF INTER AMERICAN AFFAIRS
(Cuba, Nicaragua. Panama, ElSalvador)
- Luigi Elnaud1, Dhctor, Policy PIaMIng

BUREAU OF AFRICAN AFFAIRS
(RhodoIIa, Angot., South AfrtcaJ
- Chuter Crocker. Anlatan. SaclWtary

_

BUREAU OF EAST ASIAN a PACIFIC AFFAII
(Vletn.m. Laos. Cambodia, Th.lland, Kore.. Talwl
"Michael Annacoat. Dep. Asat. Secretary
-Frederick Brown. DlNCtor
-John Nagroponte, Oept. A..t. Secretary

BUREAU OF EUROPEAN AFFAIRS
Lawrence Eagleburger, Asst. Secretary
Sandra Vogelgesang. Policy Planning

BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION Af
Elliott Abrams. As.t. Secretary

PRICE:

515.00 per 100 plus 53.00 shlppl
~mple copies Included in $5.(
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QUESTIONS:

SIBLE?

.

C .. R·

!

EFELLER
14400

:HAIRMAN OF

:OMMISSION
NY 10011
·1110

(Pa st & P'nenn
Oo nlLd Retia"
Joh n Hllm,nn
C.D. lord
Wil liam S imon
Uleh .. ' Blumlnth,1
C. Fr.ct Blro,lln

~~~~!hSr:::~~~n

)111.,

I

.,:AGAN

Indlc.' .. pat ' Of p"'lnl membil1lhtp
In the Trll",r,t Commlulon

u.s. governm ent and pri va te debt
m oney sys te m a r. not"o utot control" . They
are scientilic.lt y controlled by the CFRfTC!

CfIIITC

C,.
C,.
C"
CF.
C,.

I

CJI ..

CJI ..
INTERNATIONAL
MONETARY FUND

OF
__
SlC1\ETARY

r_

rYe_

;LLEY

C""

C""

CHAlRIWI.

CEHTIW.

JOINT CHaFa OF STAFF

IHT£WOEHClAGENCY

C....

TC

JAMES DUFFY

ADM. BOBBY INMAN

POSTAL RATE CO .....

DEPUTY DIRECTOR
C.I,A..

J

ADV. COMMISSION ON
INTERGOVERN MENTAL RElATIONS
tGOVERNOR OF ARIZONA)

I

C""

C'A
CFA
CF.
'AS
(U.N.)
(U.N.)

lIi1and)
Upines)
(Egypll
!IndIa)
Jngary)

C"
CF.
CFA
C,.
CF'
C,.
CFA

Rlch.1li Biomlilid
iPotlug ail
Ch.ana, Bray, 111
jSeneoal)
Arthur Bum,
('N . Ge,many)
HoracI D.wt on
IBotswlnal
Anol., Duke
(MorOCCOI
J.me. E. Goodby
(Flnlandl
Arthur H. r1man
IU.S.S.R.)
o.lna Hlnlon
tEl Salvad Or)
S.muI'LlWi,
!israe l)
J.mea Lowan.t.tn ILu .. mbg .1
WIIII.m LUI,..
(Venezeulaj
Ronald Pllmer
(Malaysia)
Thoma. Plchrlng
INigeriaj
M'llwIIi Rlbb
{ilalyl
Ronald Sp~ra
IPak.islanl
R. Slrauu ·Hu$M
(Turkey)
T.r.nc. Todman
(Spalnl

C,A
CF'
C'A
C,.
CFA
C••
CF.
CFA
C'A
C,.
C,.
CF'
Cf.
C'A
C,.
CFA
CFA

CFRTC

CFA
CFA
CF'
CFA
CFA
CF.
CFA
CFA
CF.
C,.
C,.

Cf.
CF.
C' A
CF.
CFA
CFA

J .R. WEST

CF ..
ASST. TO
SECRETARY OF
THE INTERIOR

I

TEXA$ IHSTRUMENTS

Mark. SI'H.'pherd . Jr.
J F'e<! B,rcy. JI

I

CITIBANK
Walter B. WIISlon
G.A. Costanzo
Hans Angermuelle'
George J. Voj la
Llel H. Olsen
Thomas Theobald

I

CFA
CF.
CFA
C'.
CFA
CF.
Cf.

ROBERT AN DERSON

CfR
DEPT. OF LABOR

I

I

CHEMICAL BANK
Donald C. Platten
CF.
Chilies Carson. Jr. CFA
Ric hard LeBlond. II C,.
Waller V. Shipley
CFA
Robert J. Callander CF"
Frederick L. Deming CFR

I

CfA
C,.

WIlliam Brock, Jr. CFR TC
(Speci al Trade Rep.,
EI.. nOf NOfton
CFR
' Nal 'l COmm. lor
Employment Policy)

I

I

SUPERINTENDENTS
U.s. MILITARY ACADEMY
AT WEST POINT
60-63 Weslmoreland
CF.
63-e6umpetl
CFA
6&68 Bennell
CF.
70-74 Know lton
Cf.
74-n Berry
n. Goodpaster
C"

""R

I

I

I DEP. SEC. OF DEFENSE I
C"

I CHIEF OF STAFF, USAF I

IUNDER SEC. OF DEFENSEl

GEN l.ou ~".f\, J( .

Fredlkle
CfII
GEN. S1II,,"1I (Ret.) CFJII

I

CfII

I MILITARY FELLOWS I
CfII
'7(,
MGT· · C
A COLK.
.,
CfII
Army
Army
Navy
Arm y

LG S. Be~
BG Z. Br lord
CAPJ . [)ewenl.r
Col A.. Dewey

1 ~n~F~~·

N ....

Arm1
A
Arm1
A
AF

LG R. Gard
MG R. GlnlburOh
BG M. Green
COL R. Head
BGT. Jullan

N~1 ~rr. ~

Na~ CAPT R. Kurth

A
Arm1
A
AF

U . COL J. lkty
COL G. Loeffk.
LG G. lO¥i~
COL .... Mc

CAt
CFJI
CFIl
CfII
OFA
CfII

CFII
CAl

CfJI

CFtI

CAl

en

"'"

CAl

CFJl

Cf1II
CFJI

Cf1II
N .... ~7
~::" CfII
CfII
AF COL L Pfeil"r CfII
Na~ CAPT S~ CfII
A. COL...
CFR

1

t:..

Army COL J . SewiU
Na~ AAOMC. T..h
A COlF. ~

"":I
A

CRt

CAl
Cf'I
MOJ ............ en
MG W. 1JsMr
CAl

Army GEN S. Walter
Na~ Rad.R. W.l4lnder
A COlJ, Wo6cott
N~ CAPT Gentry
COL T. Eggen

'1MALCOLM BALDRIG E I
CFR

CFJl

CFIl
CFa

en:
CFJI

:FR

: FR
i:F"

OFA

'PLEASE NOTE : These
Rockefeller agents head
Stale Depar1ment bureau s
whare d ramatic shills in
American foreign policy
appear to woril aga i nst
allies 01 the United States
and in favor 01 revolu ·
tlonary lorces,

: FR
:FR

ORS

: FR

"Iandling charge {Tot al . 518.00)
lIer in corner 01 thi s page.
R.I.,lnc. "03

VADM Thor Hanson
LO Paul Gorman

,

-

28

I
CfII

"'"
"'"
en
"'"

I ADDrTK>NAlMILITARY I
MG R.c. &owm.n

BG F, Ekown

LTCOLW. CWk
CAPT' Ralph Ctoaby
ADM Wm. Crowe
COL P. Dewtdna
VADM Thof HanlOn
COLW. HIUMf
COL B. Hosmer

MAJ R. K1mmIIt

CAPT F. Kk)tz
GEN W. Knowlton
VAOMJ.l.M
CAPT T.T.lU$l'f81
COL D. Mud
MG J.at Menin
OENE.~
COLWm. Odom
COL LOIvey
COl Geo. K. Osborn
MGJ. Pustay
CAPT P.A Pullgnano
lGE.LAowny

CAPTGarySk*
MGJ . S~

MGao

~"'th

BGPwry
Ith
LTG wrn. Y. Smtth
COlW.Taykw

MG J.N.

Thome

RADMCAH.

ADM S. Turner

~

MG J. WeJch
BEN J. Wickham

CfII

en

CfII
CfII
CfII

"'"
"'"
CF1I
CfII

"'"

CfII
CfII
CFR
CFR
CfII
CAl
CfII
CfII
CFR

-...
en

CF1I
CFR

....

CfII

CfII
CfII
CfII
CfII
CFR

- Military IMn are trained by a private
orga nlzaUon al taxpayer expel'lM.
-American youth are sen t to flght
under '0f'8lgn commanders.
-Unconslltutlonal no-wln conflicts
des lroy lI..s, morale and p"Htive,

SEC. OF COMMERCE
CHR YSLER
INTERNATIONAL
Jerome Holland
CFR
Najeeb Ha laby
CFR
An drewarimme!
CFRTC .oOooO>';'-><Oo+OooOo·:-+Oo~O COO 0 O·:~
Tom Killeler
CFR
Brooks McCOrmIck CFA
Ame rican Legion Res~u l lon 12.&3
000
J. R. Dilworth
CFR
I FORD MOTOR CO.
I :~ and YFW Resolution '460 d em and
:
Gab"el Ha uge
CFR
Donald e. Pelersen CFR
.:. CongreSSional In. .,tlgat lon at once. .0I GENERAL MOTORS
Carter L Buroess
CFR
.o)':'.>*">~.-:'->Oo~:.~<o>~,*,"
Reuben R. Jensen
CFR
CliltonWharton, Jr. CFR
Roger B. Smilh
CFR
PhilipCald .....ell
TC
INFORMATION AVAILABLE
Malina N. Whrtman CFRTC
Arjay Mille,
TC
- Cart.r Administration Chltrt.
, - - - - - - - - - - UNION BOSSES
- Analyse s of CFRfTC.
tw. AbeJt FOfrTler Plesldenl
lC
Howard D. S.muII Il'<uldenl. CFR
• How both partilts controlled at top.
UnlleO S Iet:l wor ~eI S 01 Amrnta l
InausllIll Umon ~pl AFl·CIO)
- Ana lyses of "FE D" and "Wlndlall"
Sol Chic Ch. lkln IPleslIlenl.
CFRTC
Mlrtln J. W.1li ,PrtSlllenl.
CFRTC
t ax consumer robberi.s.
Inl l adles (j.,}~rnen l W Dr ~eru
UOlleo ",un 01 Journeymen and
- American l.glonlYFW Resolutions
App'enloces
01
Ihe
Plumelng
anQ
PIpe
Thomas R. Don. hul
CFRTC
demanding Investigation of CFRlTC.
FIllIng InQuSlry U SA & C.ln.'lCil )
,SK'elar.,: l'easu'er AFL'C:O,
- Attack on Christian schools.
Glen E. Wills IPltSlaenl
CFR TC
CFR
MUHay H. Finley IPreSujenl
• Wha t yoo can do to stop II.
Commun'tailons Wor~els 01 Amelita I
.l m~lgalTlJl f{l C~orll!ng & Tt-ille W OI ~els
Send $5. 00 po.tagelh.ndllng 10:
Leon. rd Woodcock
CFR TC
Vic l or GOlba um
CFA
I Former P'tSICenl U :. W I
Johnny Stewart
.,l,merrtan i'f{l 01 Sidle COunly
JetTY Wur1' (PreSICenl
CFR
~n(l Mumclpal E:'"l:l'I)'{et:S)
:'melltan Feoerallon 01 Siale Counly
1801 Columbus Avan ....
L.ne Kin.;land ,p·tS Aft C101 CFR TC
ana \4unlCIg.a1 Emo:oyetSI
BOil S616 • W.CO, Tu .. 16110
(S m 156-6831

F.R.E.E.

~

Cflt

.lO(NT STAfF

-?

CFA

r

§ECRETARIES OF DEFENSEI
PRESID ENT, NATK>NAl
57·59 McElroy
cnt
DEFENSE UNIVERSITY
~, GaiN
CfII
lG Robert Gard, Jr.
CfII
et" McNanwa CAl
573 LaIrd
CfII
73
Rktwdson
CfIITC
ISECRETARY OF THE NAVYI
75-77 RumsteJd
C"
n · Stown
CAlTC
CfII
W.inberger
II<>
CRtTC JOhn Lahman, Jr.

uWI1Ira Kotb

CFRTC

MAN UFACTURERS
HANOVER
Charies J. PUlled, Jr. CFA

I

I ASST. SEC. of DEFENSE I

I 1.1 NATL OF CHICAGO I
Wm. McDonough
CFA
Robert S. Ingerson
BrOOks McCormick
Lee I... Morgan

ALLIED
;
SUPREME COM MANDERS
49-52 Eisenhower
C'R
C,.
52·53 Ridgeway
5J.S6 Gruenther
C,.
56-63 Nonlad
CF.
63-69 LemnlUer
C'A
69-74 Goodpast.r
CAl
74-79 Halg
CfA

Frank carlucci

I

I

I

I

MOROAN OUARANTY
Lewis T. Presion
C,.
Al ell. Vagliano
CFA
Rimmer deWies
Cf.
Jackson B. Gilbert
C'A
Ra yC. Adam
CFA
Carter L. Burgess
CFA
Frank T. Cary
CfA
Emilio G. Collado
CF.
Alan Greenspan
C'A
Howard Johnson
CF.
James L. Ketelsen CF'
Waller H. Page
C'A
Ellmor. Patterson
CF.
J. Paul Austin
TC

I

CFRTC

I

BANKERS TRUST CO.
Allred Brillarn, III
CF.
DaVId O. Beim
CFA
Carlos Canll, Jr.
CF.
Richard L. Gelb
CFA
Calvin H. Plimpton CF.
Pat,icil Siewart
CF.
Jonnw. Brooks
C,.
Vernon Jordon. Jr.
CFA
Wm. Tavoullreas
Cf.

I

8().

CFRTC

I

s of Rockefeller, Kissinger, Brzezinski and oth.rs in the CFRfTC "i nner circle"
)m. Join l or prestlg. and to lurther their c a reers . Some are In vited In lor "w in.uld clo sely examine the disastrous results 01 foreign a nd domestic polley for·
CFR through the years withou t public k nowledge.

OF STATE

David Rocke feller
Willard C. Bulcher
Wilham S. Ogden
RObert R Douglass
John C. Hall!y
Charles F. Barber
J. R. Dilworth
Richard M. Furlaud
Theo<lore Hesburgh
Ralph Lazarus
Edmund T. Prall. Jr.
S. Bruce Smart , JI.
Wm. T. Coleman. Jr.
James L Ferguson
Aleunder Halg. Jr.
John D. Macomber
Leo M.rtinuzzi. Jr.
Franklin Wilhams
John O. Wilson

I

HENRY KISSINGER

BRUCE BABBOn

B ANK FOR
CTION
IIIENT

I

WILLI AM CASEY

I I C.... I
I ICF.. TC I

CS BOARD

; MARA

0

I

GEN . DAVID JONES

U.S. MILITARY
Pa.t & Pre •• nt CFRlTC Mambo", (portio I lilting)

CHASE MANHATTAN CORP. I

W.B . D A LE

IITV COUNCIL
C. WEINBERGER

To Whom 00 Americ.ns O Wl A llegl.nce?

Th.

C, '
C"
C,.
C"

CF"TC

Hliin B. Junz
Rlchlrd FI.Mr
ROQl r Allman

TO VERIFY RESEARCH
Order membership Ul tl trom CFRlTC he.dqU.rtl .....
ChIck former memb.,.. In beck Issu••. Congressional
Dlrectorie •• r. also u •• lul tor ~.rtflc.tlon Obt.ln thue
from your Sen. lor or RepresentaUve.

Ind iclt •• P'" o. pr."nl mlmbershlp
In the Council on Fo~k;Jn Rltillon,

TREASURY

no. NY 10021

STUDENTS - CLASSROOM INSTRUCTORS

To Whom 00 Am eric ans Pay Taxes?
Who Winds Up With The Money?

TC:
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UPC'Design #1. and "666"
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Figurl' 8 is a copy of what I am ('aUing Design # 1. the most
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as here,

to write your own letter. How easy can we make it? And hopefully
you are waking up, America. Take a look at this!
Isn't that a
beautiful sculpture? The man you just listened to sculpted that.
(See page
) And this you can see at the Smithson~an Institute
but it's here because he's trying to say something. This is a
space colony. Isn't that beautiful, absolutely gorgeous! OK,
America, I think Roger Nelson has a question in the audience.
ROGER NELSON:
Yes we do.
Cooper.

We have a question for Virgil Armstrong and Bill

NO NAME:
Why didn't some investigative reporter go take up the trail of
William Greer and why he shot the President, and will gold be
good to buy in a cashless society?
ROGER NELSON:
That's a pretty good question.
BILL COOPER:
If you were here when I talked about the secret government, the
extent of the influence and the infiltration of the government,
the Council of Foreign Relations members, and the Trilateral
Commission members, you can readily see that they control the
media. They literally own all of the media and control it either
through the boards of directors or through key men who are at the
top of these corporations. Only their viewpoint is what you see.
We don't see anything else except for what they want us to see.
They don't want an investigative reporter to go to William Greer
and find out the truth about the Kennedy assassination. I can
guarantee you this, William Greer is going to close his trap
real quick or he's going to end up like Kennedy did if he starts
talking. The only reason he's alive today is because he knows
how to keep his mouth shut.
As to the other question, you don't understand the implications
of this cashless society. It will be impossible for you to
purch~se anything if you don't join their system.
Everything
through these computers can be traced. There will be no swap
meets, there will be no money paid under the table. There will
be no buried caches of gold and even if you bury it, if you
attempt to go and purchase something with that gold, the record
of that transaction will be traced. You will not be able to own
anything as you can today without someone knowing where it carne
from and where it it going.
-
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BILLY GOODMAN:
We have a lady over here with an interesting question. Let's
find out what's on her mind. Lovely lady, how are you doing,
who is your question for?
NO NAME:
Brad Kleitz. Brad, I would like to know anything about the
Constitutional Convention that is supposed to be coming up
and when it is supposed to take place.
BRAD KLEITZ:
I don't know when it is supposed to come up. I do know that thirtytwo of the thirty-four states necessary to allow the Consitutional
Convention to take place have ratified in their state legislatures,
that they want that. I think it is very important that we take a
look at who is promoting our Constitutional Convention. I'm glad
we've got what we want and I think the state legislatures, as
they're being reeducated, in time will reverse that decision,
hopefully. I don't want to give these world powers a chance to
get at a Constitutional Convention and come in there and get their
sledge hammers and tear us apart. (ovation)
ROGER NELSON:
We have a question for Colonel Bo Gritz.
for the Colonel?

Now, you have a question

NO NAME:
I would like to know what he was originally charged with, when
he went to court, the outcome of the trial and if he is going to
run again for ••• was it Congressman?
:
BO GRITZ:
Thank you. I was told when I came back in 1987 ••• 1 was in Thailand •••
that if I did not erase and forget everything that I had learned
about the United States Government involvement in drug smuggling
that I would serve fifteen years as a felon. I was told that I
would hurt "the Government". A very accurate statement, certainly
not ."our" Government. I was told not to make the Government go
drama, that no one wants to hurt a war hero. They would bury me
with hostile witnesses and aggravated charges. I told them to
stick it up their kilt. (laughter) When I returned to the United
states they tried to charge me with five years for training Afghans
in Southern Nevada but they forgot one thing, that is, a grand jury
has to indict. The grand jury failed to indict. Then they tried to
charge me with five years in California for violation of the
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Neutrality Act, of which I'm guilty. I've been behind enemy lines
more than ten times, in 1983, without the enemy's permission.
It's true, but the FBI testified that I was an intelligence agent
for ISA, an arm of the National Security Council, and so again
they failed to indict. Here in Nevada, Bill Maddox, the US
Attorney, indicted me for misuse of a passport. He is absolutely
correct. I have misused passports all of my adult life as a
Special Forces operator, and I did misuse one in 1986 at the
request of the White House. I went into Burma. I was acquitted
of that charge. Bill Maddox is now looking for a job as is the
chief US Assistant Attorney who was before him. L.J. O'Neil
turned out to be Country Joe and the Fish, an acid head rock
group that was a war protest organization. I didn't know about
that at the time. He had turned Fed. I am too busy with Paul
Fisher, having a plan by which we can correct the many ills that
you are hearing about right now, to even run for position of
Congressman, because once you get up there your focus is so
narrow. I think we need to take those people that are there
and make them work for us. And if they don't work for us, we
need to fire them and replace them with good citizens who will.
(ovation) Now I am a person who like to name names. Let me read
you something. It is part of Bill's answer, but let me give you
some quick names here. As far as Rockerfeller goes, Chase Manhattan Bank. See if you can recognize any of these corporations
that he controls: Citicorp, the more than a hundred industries
that are all a part of these banks, utilities, industrial
companies, Exon, AT&T,. ITT, Metropolitan Life, Equitable Life,
New York Life, Chase Manhattan of course, Eastern Airlines, Pan An
Airways, Boeing, TWA, Mobile Oil, Sperry Rand, ABC, CBS, RCA.
Look at some of the people we are talking about and you see why
a man is paid $2,000,000 a year to be a showman on the six O'clock
news. Here's who we've got on the Council of Foreign Relations:
Thorton Bradshaw, RCA ••• Arlidge, ABC News ••• William Paley, CBS •••
Henry Muller, Time ••. Richard Smith, Newsweek ••• Peter Burnstein,
US News and World Report •.• Max Frankel, New York Times ••• CatherineGraham, Washington Post ••• Thomas Johnson, Los Angeles Times •••
also David Brinkley, Charles Collingsworth, Dan Rather, Barbara
Walters, etc. (ovation)
BRAD KLEITZ:
I would like to add to what Bo said in that Chase Manhattan Bank
has over 50,000 affiliate banks spread around the world and I
have a tape out there that Ron is making available to anybody
who wants it, that itemizes Rockerfeller's holdings and the
Council'of Foreign Relations and the Trilateral Comnlission and
their involvement.
BILLY GOODMAN:
Yes, you have a question for Bill Cooper, I understand?
is your name.

-
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What

My

nam~

is Robert.

Well, Robert, how are you today?
ROBERT:
Real'good. Mr. Cooper, I have a two-part question. How directly
involved are the aliens in this conspiracy to form a one world
government, and two, how did Mrs. Kennedy escape being assassinated
herself when she saw him turm around and shoot her husband?
BILL COOPER:
Well, number one, how deeply are the aliens involved, I do not
know. But I do know any cursory examination of the history of the
human race will find alien intervention at every turn and the
intervention has always been on a high level and has always
manipulated us in a particular direction. I think there is definitely involvement, to what level and how much I really don't know.
I do know this, however, that we're not going to know until we
get these people to tell the truth. There may not even be any
alients, as I told you in my talk. But having seen a craft myself,
I doubt that that is the case, because I know there was nobody
manipulating me when I saw a craft as big as an aircraft carrier
come up out of the ocean, then go back down into the ocean and
. repeat this several times, and nothing we're capable of making is
capable of interfacing from air to the water at that kind of speed
without total disintegration ••• I've seen jet aircraft fly off a
catapult of an aircraft carrier at slow speed and hit the water,
and completely disintegrate to the point where there was ~o piece
larger 'than a walnut. So you know what kind of forces I'm talking
about.
Can you refresh my memory as to the second part of the question?
Jacqueline Kennedy? The ,answer is very simple. These p~ople at
this level were not out to commit a massacre. They wanted to get
rid of one man. They did it and they did it in a manner that
caused total confusion and destroyed the political will of the
nation for many, many years. That's all they were after. They
are not after revenge. That's why they haven't done anything to
me since I have become public. If they had been able to stop me
before I had gone as' totally public as I did, they would have done
anything, even kill me, but now that I am in front of the public
eye, they are not going to touch me with a ten-foot pole. They
are'going to practice damage control and there will probably be
a very serious attempt to discredit me in the very near future.
ROGER NELSON:
We have a question over here for Virgil Armstrong.
-
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NO NAME: _
Hi, Virgil. Didn't you help move a crashed UFO from White Sands,
New Mexico to Ohio, under cover of night, or something like that?
Could you tell us that, please?
VIRGIL ARMSTRONG:
I was in the service at the time and it's known as the White
Sands New Mexico Incident. I was not directly physically involved,
but I was the G-2 of the 82nd Airborne Division on loan to the
Air Force. At that point, we were testing the feasibility as to
whether or not a jet aircraft was stable enough platform to fire
over the heads of our friendly troops to the enemies. There was
some question as to whether or not the craft could slow down
enough to introduce and sustain a stabilized platform. Now during
the time we were actually running these tests, a wire came across
my desk from the Third Army Headquarters down through V Corps,
which said in essence that an unidentified flying object had
landed at White Sands, New Mexico. Of course this is the first
time I or anybody else had heard the term UFO. Myself and another
man, an A-2 who was an Air Force officer and the commanding
general were the ones who were privy to this and we followed it
quite closely. It was an object which was intact, had landed in
the middle of the White Sands Proving Ground. It was a hundred
feet in diameter. Later on we took off five bodies. The bodies
were diminutive in nature, the largest one was just under four
feet. The others were all uniformly about three and one-half
feet. They were humanoid per say, but they did not have the same
digital process we have, they have four fingers as opposed to the
five. Also, in their feet they were bipeds but they had four toes.
They were all males. We discovered in the autopsy that each and
everyone of them had undergone a state of atrophication, in that
the organic organs, such as the livers, kidneys, what have you,
reached a point of disfunction as well as, of course, the ears,
the nose, the hair and other things. Now this ••• also ~he mouth
was immobile. They were an alabaster white in color. They all
wore very tight silver uniforms. It was an anomaly, when we tried
to cut those .•• when I say we, the US Army, Air Force ••• when they
tried to remove those unforms with scissors, they couldn't budge
them. They had to finally use tin shears to get the uniforms off
of the little bodies. When they did get the uniforms off, as I
said, they were all male. They did have the remnants of testes;
of course, they were non-functional,· as all the organs were. The
assumption was that they no longer needed the ingestation of foods
such as we do, or the assimilation of it. They had some other
system. Also, the mouth was immobile, indicating that they used
telepathy as a means of communication. The ship itself presented
quite a problem. There is a great deal of controversy even today
about this. The Roswell Incident is probably the most documented
case in the world. This case is still one of great controversy.
There are two theories. The craft was actually buried on site
or it was moved over land to Wright Patterson, which was the
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newly established headquarters for the Air Force, which had been
the Army Air Corps just before then.
BILLY GOODMAN:
I really hope you are enjoying what you are hearing and seeing.
I've told you earlier that you are going to see and hear some
things that you are going to think are impossible. Bases on
the Moon, prisoners of war still in Southeast Asia, a cashless
society, a possibility of a cure for cancer. There is a gent~e
men here who calls himself "Wally" and I don't know where he came
up with the name "Wallyll. He is going to show us how this Ozone
Oxygen Generator ••• Wally, tell us, how does this unit work, and
what exactly does it do, and how can it benefit mankind?
WALLY:
Well, Billy, how it works is ••• what we have here is a USP
pharmaceutical grade oxygen and it comes from the output side
here of the bottle of oxygen to the input side here of the Ozone
Oxygen Generator and it runs across the corona arc inside the
generator, then it comes out of the output side. It's bubbling
right now in some distilled quality water. Distilled water has
no minerals in it, so it is very hungry. It is absorbing about
80% of the ozone that is going in there right now.
BILLY GOODMAN:
Are you telling us that if we drank ozone oxygenated water, we
would be a lot more healthy?
WALLY:,
This is what I'm told by other doctors and scientists. Of course,
I cannot make any medical claims here in America, but it,' s not
just oxygen, Billy. It's positive attitude, it's proper~ diet,
it's a way of life, it's many, many things.
BILLY GOODMAN:
It's called the Ozone Oxygen Generator and there is also something
else that is a spinoff.from this, right? Something there is that
puts ozone and oxygen in your air in homes too.
WALLY:
Yes, Billy, there is. There are many applications. There are
applications for air conditioning duct systems, there are systems
for jacuzzies and pools, so that we don't have to use chlorine,
which is poisonous.
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BILLY GOODMAN:
But as far as the air in someone's home .•. when they corne in from
all of the pollutants in the air, if they were to have an ozone •••
what is it called? •. to have in their homes •••
WALLY:
Basically a UV bulb, an ultra violet bulb.
BILLY GOODMAN:
But
air
and
and

if they were to have it in their homes, it would clean up the
in their houses, so when they came in out of the pollutants
all the carbon monoxide in the air, they would gee healthier
they would live longer. Is that true?

WALLY:
This is true, Billy.
BILLY GOODMAN:
Thank you, Wally. Thank you very much. What do you think of this?
I really want to hear. What do you think of this Ozone Oxygen
Generator idea? I don't know if you heard about it being in your
horne. Do you think it is important or what? You have to understand that we all know there are UFOs, we all know that. That's
why we are here. We all know that there are prisoners of war
in Southeast Asia, because these men are telling us. This is
the newest thing. It's been around for years but now it is coming
to the forefront. It's for health. Because I'm a believer, if
we don't have our health, there is no way in hell we can stay on
this planet and solve the problems we are talking about today.
That's how I feel about that. We have a question way up' there,
I believe, for Virgil Armstrong. Are you waking up, America?
ROGER NELSON:
Here's a question for Virgil Armstrong.
NO NAME:
Virgil, I would like to know, on the Moon base, if the Pleiadians
are .there. A lot of talk about different civilizations but no
one has ever defined any particular civilization in connection
with "Alternative 3". In the past I've done work for Wendell
Stevens as an analyst and I can tell you that all that Billy Meier
had to say and all of his witnesses, I could pass over very easily.
ROGER NELSON:
Excuse me, sir. You say you worked with Wendell Stevens?
What is your name?

-
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My name is Keurin (?)
VIRGIL ARMSTRONG:
Yes. Thank you. Wendell is a very good friend of mine also. I
was recently with him in Frankfurt, Germany. He still is as
delightful as ever. To answer your question, there are three
civilizations on the Moon itself. One of them, Pleiadians. They
live within the interior itself. I had the opportunity in the
70s to actually interface with one of those civilizations. In
the vicinity of Wickenburg, Arizona. I had a 2~-year liaison·
with them. The information I relate today in public, on my
tapes, in my books and so forth, actually came from that communication with them. In regards to the Pleiadians and many
others who are interfacing with us right now ••• the reason I
wrote the book "They Need Us, We Don't Need Them", we are being
duped. We have what they need. They tell us that they are our
superiors. They tell us that they put us here; probably they
did but at this point in time in the game we have something they
don't, and that is spirituality. They have lost theirs through
pursuit of technology and mentality. They're back here to get
what they have lost through abductions, taking our enzymes,
genetic splices, ovarian eggs, semen and other things. It isn't
going to work. We have become the most evolved of all races at
this point. That's why I emphasized earlier, LOVE. They have
lost love. We still have it. We must practice it. PLEASE DO
IT! Thank you.
BILLY GOODMAN:
Ladies and gentlemen, you've heard Bo Gritz refer to this man.
You've heard me talk about him on the "Billy Goodman Happening".
He was a guest on my "Happening". This man is the man who
manufactures the pens for all the astronauts. and even the cosmonauts. I guess you don't play favorites.
PAUL FISHER:
No, they all pay for them at the same price.
BILLY GOODMAN:
It's called the Fisher "Super Space Pen".
Mr. Paul Fisher. (ovation)

Let's hear it for

PAUl; FISHER:
The income tax is designed because those with the money and power
didn't want to pay taxes. So they said, we'll take it away from
the poor. Well, the poor doesn't have anything to tax, so they
said, we are going to take it away before they get it. So they
invented the income tax and the payroll tax. We have plan that
will abolish all income taxes, all payroll taxes, all sales taxes.
-37. -

(ovation) We can balance the Federal Budget the first year by
reasonable tax upon the concentrations of wealth. A plan suggested
by Thomas Jefferson in 1785. There are over thirty-five tr±llion
dollars in assets in this county. A reasonable tax of 3% a year
average would raise over one trillion dollars, pay the entire
expenses of the Federal Government and start to payoff the
Federal Debt. (ovation)
BILLY GOODMAN:
Paul Fisher, a pleasure. I love that idea. How about the rest
of you? Boy! That could solve a lot of problems for us, couldn't
it?
By the way, I also want to introduce another gentleman in the
audience. You have seen him in many different movies. Most
recently he is a star in "Superboy", but he is really involved
in this UFO movement. I want you to say hello to Michael Callan.
(ovation)
You see him moving around here, he's not quite sure
of what's going on. He said, "Is this for real?" He said to me,
"Man, this is better than the Oscars." He's a lot of fun and he
is into this UFO movement. Let me ask you something. Are you
having a good time? (ovation)
Now, we are going to hear from each member of the VIP panel.
They are going to tell you exactly what their main forte is,
their experiences and what they want you to do to wake up America.
First, let's hear from the man who was once a major in the Special
Forces. Also a man who was very instrumental in convincing America
that we had problems with Korea. They didn't know it until this
man told them. A man who believed, as Colonel Bo Gritz mentioned
earlier, that whatever America did was fine with him, back in the
days when he was in the service. Today he doesn't feel the same
way. This is Virgil Armstrong. Virgil, tell us what is going on.
VIRGIL ARMSTRONG:
Billy, what I would like to do is a summation of all that has been
said and what I have said. I'd like to remind you of something that
is said in the Mayan prophecy, in the Mayan calendar. I worked
with the Indians for eighteen years and the most profound thing
I ever heard in terms of what's to ..• hold for us in the future,
is simply this: it says government, science and religion will
collapse unless they can accommodate incoming spirit. You're
seeing that allover the world right now. The Berlin Wall has
come down, Czechoslovakia, we have Rumania, we have Hungary, and
many others who are reaching for the light.
Our government
included.
If they cannot listen to you, if they cannot a~ide
by the wishes of the people, it stands to lose also. I say to
you, you must be prepared for this. There may not be a cashless
society, in my mind it could be a great thing. We could do away
with it and start from scratch. We would all find a way through
3.8

our inner resources to love and light and balance to survive our
government. We can. Jesus said 2,000 years ago, "Know ye not
that ye are Gods?", and I remind you of the same thing. Know ye
not that ye are Gods and do something about it. Thank you and
God bless you. (ovation)
BILLY GOODMAN:
Virgil, that was terrific. It is right on the money. You are a
beautiful person. I hear it from you. I can hear it speaking.
You went all the way from going out there and killing people,
and believe me, that was the thing to do; you are all the way
into the spiritual scales. We welcome you here, man, we welcome
people like you. Boy, I tell you, you heard Virgil Armstrong
just now. I hope you felt the same way everybody in the audience
just felt.
Now we are going to hear from a young man who is not a professional,
who is in the construction business here in Las Vegas. But a man
who has had a quest all his life and he knows it. He's not quite
sure why he is being led, but he knows that there's something that
has to change. This young man told me that he has a cabin up in
the woods because he really believes that something can happen
if we don't change things. If it does happen we are talking about
the total collapse of this country, he is going to go up there and
hopefully ward off all of the eveil spirits coming his way and
he knows there are many. I want you to listen to Brad Kleitz.
This man has a lot to say. Brad, tell us, the cashless society,
what's going on with the produce and our canned food, and what's
happening when they are being registered elsewhere in the world.
BRAD KLEITZ:
Thank you, Billy. I do have a cabin, or rather I'm planning on
getting one. I have preparations made, but that's why ~'m here.
I don't want to have to go up there. I don't want to do that.
I'm doing everything I can to let everybody know what I have
learned. These men on this panel here with me ••• I've talked to
many of them in private and I know that they know the urgency of
what is going on here tonight. I don't think any of you brought
a can peaches, but what I want to talk about as fast as I can is
this Universal Product Code because it's very important. It's
very instrumental to the system that they plan on implementing
unless we stop them. The best way to stop them is to be informed
and get mad and say no! I am not going to let that happen. If
you look at the Universal Product Code, the one that is used the
most ••• if you still have these papers, you can take a quick look
but I will try to explain this as quickly as I can. Universal
Product Code runs with numbers one through nine. Each number
has two bar lines. They vary in width according to the number
that they're assigned to. There are two and one-half sets of
those numbers or those bar lines per number. If you look on
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the right hand side of every bar code, you will find five numbers
at the bottom, and at the left hand side, five numbers at the
bottom. The left hand side stands for the manufacturer, the
right hand side stands for the product itself. Now, there are
three equal parallel bars, one on the right hand side of the bar
code, one on the left hand side of the bar code, and one in the
middle of the bar code. All three of those lines stick down
below the right of those bar code lines. If you look at those
when you go home tonight or if you have those here tonight, you
will find in the right bank of numbers a six. Look at that because it will always be the same. That six will be an equal
parallel bar. It's on the outside center, on the other side of
the bar code, and that is the International Access Code 666.
That is used to access the International Code, our computer
system in Luxemburg and in Europe and in Brussels, Belgium,
which is running the common market. They are planning to link
every product that you buy with a similar bar code laser tattoo
and it will contain the information that is necessary to ID us
with the computer system. It will also have, everything has the
666 International Access Code. The next code that will be on
there is the code for the United States, which is one through ten,
then the area code and our social security numbers. That information will be put on the right hand or on the forehead. That is
already planned. I've got documents of people that I don't have
time to get into. I'm trying to do this as quickly as I can.
So in essence, the way it would work is, every man and woman and
child ••• children are already given social security numbers at two
years of age or older, if you want a deduction on your taxes •••
will be tattooed. You will throwaway all credit cards, all
checks. You will get a laser tattoo. This is how we will transact
business and ~D ourselves everywhere we go. This is what Bill is
referring to when he said they have 24-hour access availability to
what we do. It gets into a very high-tech situation. We can't
let this happen. If you go home and look at what I told you, you
will find that we've been using this system since the early
seventies. We've got to stop it. Using the force Virgil Armstrong
so beautifully brought out here that I assume everyone here has,
because it's a special breed of people that the love force comes
to. We can use that force, we can actuate that force and that's
the only force that's going to stop what we are up against.
Thank you. (ovation)
(Please refer to charts on pages 26 - 29)
BILLY GOODMAN:
Brad f you said that so perfectly. Thanks for all the work you
did for us. Thanks for being here. You are really a super guy.
It's a pleasure to know you, I'll tell you that much. I hope
you haven't been frightened. I just hope you have been enlightened, because that is what this is about.
Colonel Bo Gritz, he has been on the "Happening" a number of
times. As a matter of fact, he reports exclusively on the
"Billy Goodman Happening", KVEG 840 AM. That report is already
40

spreading as far away as Australia. He's on every night a good
five to ten minutes, and of course, every once in a while he stops
by for three hours and takes your questions from allover the
West Coast. He also has a real goal in his life. He's involved
with the Center for Action, along with Paul Fisher, whom you
heard earlier. He's a man who said to me one time ••• he said,
"Billy, we have to take one more hill,1I and guess what hill
that was ••• Capitol H~ll.
BO GRITZ:
Billy, I want to congratulate you and I know I speak for Paul
Fisher, on your accuracy. This has not only been scientific, but
a very spiritual happening tonight. This isn't the last we're
going to hear from all of you who have attended this session,
I know. We share one thing, that I as a soldier learned from the
battlefield, which is the most honest place on the fact of the
Earth. There aren't any words in combat, You either put it on
the ground or you don't. We are all here patriots. You can't
pay patriots. There's no way you are going to pay an Armstrong
or a Kleitz or anyone else that you've heard tonight. You're
here, you're watching, you're participating because of love.
Love for the greatest country on the face of the Earth. You
don't find boatloads heading for the Soviet Union. Love for this
government which has been the greatest government for more than
two. hundred years, despite what's happening today. In spite of
it, I love you. I love Paul Fisher because Fisher doesn't care
what's wrong, as a scientist he just wants to fix it. So when I
came out of the jungles of Burma and I wouldn't give up because
the government said, "We'll bury you if you don't erase and forget,1I
Paul Fisher said, "Bo, you and I need to get together. You know
what's wrong. I don't care what's wrong. I just got a solution."
And by golly, we're going to do it. Let me give you a quick
summary of what I believe is going to happen, what I know that
all of you are going to help all of us prevent. Number one is,
I don't think we should send our soldiers anymore until !the ones
we sent are brought home. I demand freedom now for prisoners of
war. Number two is, I'm tired of a war of words in drugs. We
can win the war against drugs and by golly, the President has
declared war. We are going to fix bayonets in the Center for
Action and we're going to win the war in spite of what they may
or may not intend to do. I'm afraid in Latin America we are
going to see a .super canal created. That's why we have war
focused in Central America on drugs now. You are not going to
get anything out of Manuel Noriega.
There's a thing called
the Classified Information Procedures Act that will prevent him
from saying anything. You are going to see us go into NIcaragua.
Right up here in Yucca Mountain we've experienced underground
atomic demolitions ••• they say they've cleaned them up .•. so that
we can literally, in the flash of an eye, create a brand new
super canal in Nicaragua that will take the place of the Panama
Canal, which is obsolete. It won't let any super tankers in.
- 4.1

Now by just being aware, if that's what we want to do, OK, let's
do it as a nation, but let's not be tricked anymore. Billy was
right. I did say, and I believe it .•• there is one more hill to
take and that it Capitol Hill. It's time we balance the Federal
Budget. The Graham-Rudman Act is not doing it. Japan can't buy
anymore of California because the Arabs won't sell. And we are
a nation on the verge of overdose. Now this is our country.
They may bury us but we are not going to run.
I agree ••• we don't
take Capitol Hill with bayonets or bombs or bullets, we take it
if we have to with ballots. The Center for Action, Paul Fisher
and mysel"f. We have a plan. We'll find .•• because I know they're
out there somewhere. Maybe they're already in office. We talked
to Gebhart and others. We're going to find a true American to
lead America in 1992 and wer're going to elect him. Then, secondly,
in 1993, we're going to pass what's been talked about here tonight.
It's called a survival amendment that will legalize and federalize
the Fed. It will clean up the environment.
It will put America's
education back on top. Right now we are number eight scholastically,
behind Mexico. You know why we're going to do it? We're going to
do it because of the last four letters in the word "American" I-Can, and we will and we must and that's an order.
(ovation)
BILLY GOODMAN:
You are a Rambo. No question about it. I don't know if you know
this. It's a true fact. Colonel Bo Gritz took a bullet in the
head and it bounced off. The bullet didn't know it was supposed
to penetrate and Bo didn't know it was supposed to penetrate so
he hust didn't feel a thing about it.
Our next guest on the VIP panel, of course, is a young man who has
worked very, very hard. The Colonel has talked about him, everybody on the panel has talked about him, because he has done so
much work. He's put together a special form you can send for.
We hope that you will act and just send for it. It's a very simple
thing to do. He's done all the work for you. All you have to do
is sign your name, send it to your congressman or your senator or
your governor, anybody. Make sure your neighbors know about it
too.
I want to present a man who is putting together perhaps one
of the most important pieces of paper because they're really
trying to get Congress to understand that there are people who
really want to tell the truth but they are afraid to. Now Richard
Murray may have a solution as to how they can do it without getting
into trouble doing it. Richard Murray ..•
RICHARD MURRAY:
Hi, ladies and gentlemen, how are you? When I was growing up,
I was told that this was a country in which I could do anything
that I wanted to. That I could reach the stars. That I could
be what I wanted to be. Now I hear the third world government
moving in and I know our prisoners of war are still back there.
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I'm seeing the time frame running out on us, and I'm saying,
"Brother, there goes my career." I feel honestly in my heart
that you don't want this to happen as much as I don't want this
to happen. I took it upon myself to find out as much information
as I could. It's incredible what you can find out; if you put
your heart and mind to it, it will come to you. I'm just one
man but I have compiled more information than I ever thought was
possible and I challenge each and everyone of you to do the
same thing. This is your country just as much as it is my
country. If I had my way with this country, I would take the'
President, the CFR, David Rockerfeller and bust them for treason.
(ovation) These men that we have voted into office are not
leaders.
When you hear people like Bo Gritz, when you hear
people like Bill Cooper, you hear what leaders are all about.
Virgil Armstrong and everybody I've been associated with, these
men are leaders. They get up and take action. They don't have
to steal from you, to have control over you. They don't want
control over you. They want to set a pattern of your life so
your life is better and you can do what you want to do. That's
what the hell this is all about. We have people up there that
claim that they are leaders but they are criminals. This has
got to stop! This has got to stop! I'm going to do everything
I can. I'm going to tell you right now, there are only two
things that are going to stop this ••• they're accountability we have to be accountable for all our actions - and responsibility
and when I use the word "responsiblity" I'm not looking for fault
or blame. I have an ability to respond to any given situation
I've been given. That's how Ive served. In war, these are the
only two things that bring you out of the bush alive besides a
lot of ammo and grenades. It's your ability to respond to any
given situation. I'm telling you, each and everyone of you,
you've got the ability to respond to the betterment and enrichment of your own lives. This is still a free country. Let's
keep it this way. Let's kick these aliens off this planet.
This planet is ours.
(ovation)
BILLY GOODMAN:
I really hope you've noticed the type of person who's been on
the VIP panel today. Majors, colonels, members of the armed
forces, CIA, the Green Berets, OSS, they were all there. They
did all the covert operations. They believed it was the proper
thing to do, what they were doing at the time. Now they don't
believe that way any longer. Why? Because they realized that
what they were doing didn't amount to anything and what they
were doing, they realized was illegal. That's what we're talking about today.
A lot of illegalities have been occurring
and we're trying to change it. That's why we are saying, WAKE
UP, AMERICA! Tell your congressmen, tell your senators and
anybody else ••• and tell the media where you are, that you're
listening to us, anywhere in the world. Get your media involved
with this. It's important because it's your country as well as
mine and everybody else's here.

Now the next member on the VIP panel today is a man who believes
in this country a great deal. He served in the armed forces.
He
believed whatever tjey told to do was right until ten years after
being out of the service. Something bothered him ... it may have
been information he knew existed. Then one day when he was
riding his motorcycle and just relaxing, enjoying life, an
automobile carne up and hit him barnside, shoved him over a cliff.
The man bled profusely when two men ran down the hill. One man
said to the other, "Is he dead? ....... No, but he will be." ... "OK,
let's go." He doesn't know who did that but he does have suspicions. Because of that, this man lost his leg. So he's pretty
well fed up with the way things are. He wants to change and he
is ready and willing to put his life on the line. I'm talking
about a great American, a super patrior .•. Bill Cooper! (ovation)
BILL COOPER:
Thank you, ladies and gentlemen. I fought in Vietnam. I was one
of the few men in the united states Navy to serve as an enlisted
man. I had the distinction of being a combat vessel captain
during the war.
I learned something from that experience. You
see, out in the middle of a river when things got heavy, and they
did on almost a daily basis, you couldn't dig a hole in the deck
and hide in it. There wasn't any tree you could scramble behind
and you couldn't run away because if you did, they mined the
river. I learned something extremely important. There is no
position that can be defended, ever. We have to stop defending
our position. The only way to win a battle is to attach the
enemy's weakest spot and be successful. If you should not be
successful, don't give up. Go back and attack and attack and
attack, until he's laying bleeding on the ground and cannot ever
get up again. Now I do not mean with the force of arms. I mean
we have weapons that we can use and we have vocabulary we can use
and we must begin to use it. President Kennedy was shot by
William Greer, a Secret Service agent. We were all fooled into
believing it was someone else that they used for a patsy. They've
been doing this to us for years and we have abdicated our role as
responsible citizens of this country by allowing it to happen
and by allowing them in Washington to do what they want to do for
them, and not what they are supposed to be doing as employees for
us. That must stop now! We cannot allow any compromises on
the Constitution at all. We must make Congress accountable for
what is happening and if they refuse to be accountable we have to
kick every single one of them out of Congress and put someone in
who will be accountable, who will be responsible and who will work
for us.
(ovation)
In parting, I would like to thank everyone
of you for your really deep down desire to do something or you
wouldn't be here. I would like to say, thank you, I love you,
and I hope that as I and Richard and Bo and :everyone else marches
into battle with these issues, that you, in your own way, will be
with us. Thank you, ladies and gentlemen. (ovation)
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BILLY GOODMAN:
Before you leave I would like to say this. This man is well
versed in all of the topics we talked of today. A man who
listens to the "Billy Goodman Happening" every night. A man
who believes in every single person on the VIP panel. A man
who came all the way from San Francisco to be with you because
he loves each and everyone of you. I mean this. He's told
me this, he loves each and everyone of you. His name, Roger
Nelson.
ROGER NELSON:
Ladies and gentlemen, I really don't have much to say. I think
it's all been said but everything we heard from a very important
group. I am not an important person. I am just like you, I'm
in the audience.
I am a very informed person. You've heard what
they've said to do. What you have to do is write. Write to your
friends, make new friends, call your new friends, write Congress,
get Richard Murray's letter, begin a plan of action. Then the
next day, get up and do the same thing again. You've got to do
it, you can't let up. I've been doing it seventeen years and
this is just the beginning. Remember, for all of us, it's just
a beginning. Today is the first day of the rest of your life.
Keep on it and do it.
(ovation)

\

THE END
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Billy Goodman: Host of the
"Happening " Jauary 7th , at
the Showboat, Las Vegas.
(Isn't he handsome in his Tux.)
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ROGER NELSON
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BRAD KLIETZ

"WALLY"

RICHARD ImRRAY
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Lee Samuels :

(S.F. CALL BULLETIN 4/12/57)
How Federal Reserve ( 5YS tem
Began . (by: westbrook Pegler)

Producer of the
•
I w~sh
to give
a special thanks to Lee for
the wonderfu l work he d id in
putting it all together.
THANK YOUl
"H appen~ng.
.
II

The mysterious congress of
American and European wise guys at st . Simon Island,
Burnswick, GA., on february
1 5 , 16 and 17 recalls irresistibly the secret, fateful deliberations of a similar and smaller but equally presumptuous group
of self - acknowledged super -intellects on nearby Jeckyll Island
off the Georgia coast in the spring of 1908.
This meeting wa s called by Senator Nelson W Aldrich , of
Rhode Island, whose family is now intwined with the Rockefeller
clan. It resulted in the adoption of the Fe deral Reserve System,
whether for the better or worse no man can sa y with finality.
The Similarity of the secret meeting of 49 years ago and the
recent whispering sesions is irresistible. The late B.C. Forbes,
editor of Forbes magazine and for many years the biographer of
giants of Ame ri can finance and industy, wrote a disturbing
account of the Jeckyll Island conference which was published in a
collection
entit l ed
" Men
Who
Are
Making
America"
in
1917. (cont. page 50)
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FUTURE LIFE PROGRESSION HYPNOTHERAPY
Dr. Bruce Goldburg, D.D.S., M.S.
Dr. Bruce Goldburg has conducted over 28,000 past
life regressions during the past fifteen years and many hundreds
of future life progressions over the last dozen years.
He
practices
past
life
regressions
and
future
life
progressions hypnotherapy in Reseda. Dr. Bruce Goldburg is a
recognized authority on hypnosis with special interest and
expe riences in regression and progression. He is the author of
Past Lives/Future Lives (B allant ine, 1988) which is the only book
ever written on progression therapy. Dr. Goldburg has conducted
live past life regressions and future life progressions on such
s hows as Donohue, Oprah, Regis and Kathie Lee, and CNN.
You may contact Bruce Goldburg by calling (818) 881-8722 or
by writing 19604 Victory Blvd., Reseda, CA 91335

------
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• Nishika's Unconditional1·Year Warranty
The N8DDO is so reliable. so dependable that it comes
with an almost unpreced ented 1-year unconditional warranty on all parts and labor. A 2- or 4-year unconditional
warranty extension is available for a small charg e.

The Revolutionary New
35mm 3-D Camera

• Quality 3·0 Prints within 3 Business Days
99 ¢ Each
:
• Individual Attention to Every 3·0 Photo

i

* It's new! Nishika 3-0 is a revolutionary breakthrough in
photographic technology.
*It's unique! With over 100 patents worldwide, Nishika
is the only company in the world producing a 3-D ca mera
system that does not require special glasses or viewers.
*It's right for everyone! For the beginning photographer,
the N8000 is one of th e easiest cameras to use, while for
the seasoned enthusiast. it opens up a whole new world of
creative possibilities.
- It's affordable! The N800G is priced far lower than many
ordinary 2·0 35mm cameras.
-It's a gift that will be enjoyed time and time again!
The NBOGO will be appreciated for birthday parties, famil y
gatherings, trips and othe r special occasions for years

to come.

The exciting new NBOOO 3 ·0 camera takes picture s that
alive" in your hands! This year don't settle for less than
the
the Nishika NaOOO.

~co m e

Nishika ..
New Dimension
• Microlens Printing:
The Brain of the System
uses standard 35mm color print film , the same film you find in drug
stores and supermarkets everywhere. Just set the lighting selector,

compose your picture and shoot. With NiShika:s pa.te~ted Quadra Lens I
system. no focusing is required. If the natural h~ht I~ Inadeq~ate, the
:
built -in light meter will display a red dot,i n th,e Viewfinder. telhng you that !
a flash should be used . Th at's all there IS to It!

1

• 4 Lenses = 3 Dimensions

i

Nishika N8000 3D Camera (Item # 8000) $199.95. Nishika Film Club
Package: N8000 Camera, Twin Light 3000 Flash, Camera Case and at
no additiona l cost, a Nishika 12 Month Fi lm Club Certficate
(Value $40.00 ... 12 rolls of free film).
(Item #1000)$269 .85.
NISHIKA CAMERA & COMPLETE ACCESSORY PACKAGE: N8000 camera, Twin
Light 3000 Flash, Camera Case, Camera Bag , Camera Strap, Tripod,
Vincent Price Video , and at no additional cost, a Nishika Lens
Cleaning Kit and Delux 18 Month Film Club Certificate (Value
$60 .00 ... 18 rolls of free film). (Item 111010)$401.65. Send Check
or Money Order to: E. Gurrola, 80-580 Calhoun st, Coachella CA
92236 .
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Few Americans of this time have heard of the weird meeting.
Through the courtesy of Mr. Forbes son, Bruce, who still operates
the Forbes financial publishing interest, lam able to present
the gist and some graphic text of the elder Forbes' account,
which still was news to the American people nine years later. Mr.
Forbes account began thus:
"Picture a party of the nation's greatest bankers stealing
out of New York on a private car, hieing hundreds of miles south
to an island deserted by all but a few servants, and living there
a full week under such rigid secrecy that the name of not one of
them was once mentioned lest the. servitors learn their identity
and disclose to the world this historic episode in American
finance. I am here giving the world the real story of how .the
famous Aldrich Currency Report, the foundation of our new
currency system, was written. Paul M Warburg is popularly
supposed to have been the author and writer of the Aldrich
measures. He wasn't."

SECRET BID
Aldrich issued a "confidential invitation to Henry P.
Davidson, of J.P. Morgan and Company; Frank A. Vanderlip,
president of National City Bank; Paul M. Warburg, then of Kuhn
Loeb and Company; and A. Piatt Andrew, assistant secretary of the
treasury, to accompany him on an extremely important-and secrettrip."

ASKED MONEY PLAN
Aldrich told them all that he intended to keep them· on
Jeckyll, isolated from the world, until they had evolved "a
scientific currency system for the United states," embodying ail
that was best in Europe.
They all voted for a central bank as the ideal cornerstone.
The authors of the epochal Aldrich report disappeared from
Jeckyll Island and slipped into New York undetected, When·
Congress assembled, they joined in writing the message that
accompanied the report to the Senate."
The recent st. Simon Island conference made no "report."
The public knows substantially nothing about the ·meeting nor even
who selected the company to attend or on what qualifications.
The Americans participated included some only slightly to
the right of Earl Browder in certain political matters.
(Submitted by Brad Klietz)
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$5 .95 + tax + $1.50
shipping and Handling. Oasis Station
General Store , 80_705
Thermal CA

ROMANS REPORT SEE ING UFOs
(The Tribune 12/14/78)
ROME
(UPI )
Dozens
of
Romans
reported sighting unidentified flying
objects before dawn today and police
MONTHLY TRIVIA QUESTION
confirmed seeing " a very long and very
bright
emerald green trail· ctescending
(Every month we wil l bring to you a
vertically
from the sky. "
..
trivia question just for the fun of
The
reported
sightings
carne
hours
it. The answers will appear in
after the satirical Magazine, "11 Male",
the
follwing
issues along with
(Evil) put out a fake edition of the
another trivia question)
newspaper Corriere della Sera reporting
a Martian landing in Mexico. The fake
Who did Jim Garrison prosecute in
caused
more
smiles
than
alarm
in
New Orleans in 1967 for the murder
skeptical Italy.
of JFK?
Numerous
UFO
sightings have been
(Submitted by Roger Nelson)
reported in Italy in recent months,
including at least three in the Rome
area. Some of the unexplained phenomena
were reported by police and airline
_ 5 1 _ pilots.

CLASSIFIED ADS
BOOKS AND TAPES
SCAVENGERS FROM SPACE, PLANET IN TROUBLE, OR GONE ENERGY, ANIMAL
MAGNETISM - Incredible, crucial books by UFO and Life Energy
Pioneer Jerome Eden. For FREE book list write: The Eden Press,
Box 399, Careywood, Idaho 83809.
IS ELVIS ALIVE - Complete wi th audio tape. $5.95 + state tax +
$1.50 shipping and handling. Oasis Station General store,
80-705A Hwy 86, Thermal CA 92274.
02XYGEN THERAPIES - A new way of approaching disease. $12.00 +
$1.50 shipping and handling. Oasis Station General store,
80-705A Hwy 86 Thermal CA 92274
VIDEO TAPES

/

UFOs!- JOIN THE UFO AUDIO VIDEO CLEARING HOUSE, as heard on the
"Happening". $10.00 membership fee covers the cost of our 14
page list; UFOs, Bigfoot, Ghost, and other unexplained phenomena.
Beta or VHS format. UFO Clearing House P.O. Box 342-LZ, Yucapia
CA 92399 / (714)-795-3361 Ask for Video Dave.
CAMERAS
Nishika 3-D N8000 Camera (Item #8000) $199.95. Nishika film Club
package
(Item
#1000)
$269.85.
Nishika Camera
&
Complete
Accessory Package (Item #1010) $401.65. For complete information
see display ad on page • All prices are subject to: 1. Local
Sales Tax, 2. Shipping of 3% of total cost. E. Gurrola, 50-580
Calhoun st., Coachella CA 92236.
PERSONALS
Reaserch being compiled for book on hybrid children of UFO aliens
and E.T. genetic experiments. If you had a child by a UFO alien,
send a 3,000 word story to book author: A Cardoza, P.O. Box 4333
San Diego CA 92104. Author is writing a book on genetic
experiments of E. T. s (No payment). Your real name will not be
released to publishers unless you request it.
If you would like to advertize in our Classified Ad section, send
your ad to Thomas Fookes: 80-705 Hwy 86 Oasis CA 92274. Rates
are 75¢ a word. (Do not count periods or commas.) Please count
the words and send payment with Ad. Or call Tom (619) 397-3616.
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UP COMING EVENTS:

MARCH 3, COLONEL BO GRITZ:
7:00p.m. Joshua Tree Community Center, 6171 Sunburst Rd. Joshua
Tree CA Take Interstate 10 to Hwy 62 North. Turn left on
Sunburst Rd, just before Joshua Tree. Free of charge, donations
are appreciated. Any questions call Dorthy Wishewew 619-365-5338
MARCH 10-12, NATURAL FOOD EXPO:
Anaheim Convention Center in Anaheim, CA. The most important
event of the year for the heal th food industry. The Natural
Foods Expo is expected to draw more than 12,000 retailers,
wholesalers, distributors, brokers, and suppliers. Included in
this action packed event will be educational programs featuring
seminars,
field
tours,
workshops
and
special
sessions;
entertainment,; and an all new organic pavilion.
MARCH 26, UFO CONTACT CENTER INTERNATIONAL:
Come join our support group on a STAR WATCH at BLUE DIAMOND on
Hwy 160, off of interstate 15, just south of Las Vegas. It will
be a night with a full moon. We will be gathering at 7:00p.m. at
mile marker 15, on Hwy 160. If you would like more information,
call Stayce Borland at 702-368-6726, or write: 6120 W Tropicana
#A-16-201, Las Vegas NV 89103. (UFO Contact Center International,
is dedicated to helping contactees, by gi ving them someone to
talk to about what's happened to them. EVERYONE IS WELCOME!)
STARTING MARCH 28, PEOPLE WHO LOVE TOO MUCH:
-Re-program addictive behavior
-Heal and re-parent your inner child
-Raise self esteem
-Create healthy relationships
6 Wednesdays. First session begins March 28. Second session
begins
May
30.
From
6:30-8:00p.m.
Cost
$50.00.
Call
Everywomen's Village to register for this class 818-787-5100
APRIL 6-8, OZARK UFO CONFERENCE:
Held at the INN OF THE OZARKS in Eurika Springs Arkansas.
Registration fee $35.00 made payable to OZARK UFO CONFERENCE
FUND, Rt 1 Box 220 Pumerville, AR 72127. Conference begins at
1 :OOp.m. Friday April 6 and goes until noon Sunday April 8.
Additional information may be obtained by calling 501-354-2558.
100 rooms have been set aside for the conference, with special
rates of $36.00 for single occupancy and $40.00 for double
occupancy. Rooms can be reserved at any time by writing the Inn
(P.O. Box 431, Eureka Springs AR 72632) or by calling the Inn at
501-253-9768. Please indicate the rooms are for Ozark UFO
Conference.
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GENERAL DISPLAY ADVERTISING
2 1/4" X 1" $28.00
Full Page $225.00
2 1/4" x 2 1/4" $35.00
(full page ad on pages
1/8 page or business
2,4,5, or 7 $245.00)
card $50.00
(full page on page 3
1/4 page $75.00
$265.00)
1/3 page $95.00
Back cover $290.00
1/2 page $130.00
Center spread $400.00
2/3 page $190.00
(These rates are for one month only, Must be camera ready)
For general display advertising, you must be a current
subscriber. Subscription rates are $20.00 a year ($24.00 a year
for foriegn and Canada)
Please add this amount with your
advertizing amount if you are not currently a subscriber.
Deadline: Ads must be mailed and in our mailbox by the 12th of
each month preceding publication.
Thank you for your advertisement.
Advertising
in
the
Happening
Newsletter
is a
unique
opportuni ty because it is the only publication of it I s kind in
the
World.
The
membership
is
growing daily.
We
of
the
"Happening" are like a close knit family. We want to serve
business people like yourselves who have the same goals for our
Country, World, and Universe. Share your business, products, and
or ideas wi th the members of the "Happening" family. Place your
ad now, and begin to let us know you are there to serve us. We
sincerely wish to serve you.
SEND your ad, payment or questions to: The Happening Newsletter,
in care of advertising dept. 80-705 Hwy 86 Oasis CA 92274 or
call Tom at (619) 397-3616 (Make check/money order payable to
Thomas Fookes)

WANT TO SUBSCRIBE?
To subscribe to the Happening Newsletter send check/money order
of $20.00 per year ($24.00 Canada or Forei n, must be made out to
US currency) to The Happening Newsletter, c 0 subscriptions,
80-705 Hwy 86 Oasis CA 92274. You can also order the Newsletter
by month by sending $2.50 ($3.00 Canada or Foreign, must be US
currency) to above address. please specify month wanted. The
Newsletter would make a wonderful gift for someone you love or
even just like, especially if they are unable to hear the Billy
Goodman Happening. Thank you for your order. If you have any
questions, please call us at (619) 397-3616.

- Destroys Tobacco Smoke
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- Destroys Csoking Odsrs
- Destrpw> Chemical and
Paint 0ctors
- Reduces Pollen and Dust
- Revitalizes Your
Indoor Environment

SOLUTION..
ALPINE AIR PURIFICATION SYSTEM . ..

~~

~

. . . . A unique machine that completely purifies and revi tal izes indoor air
ation ionization!
country fresh air? lons.are electrically charged particles, either
positive br negative, generated by the natural radiations from the earth and
sun, and by \vtltt!r-spray and lightn ing. A negative ion is formed when an
electron attaches itself to an oxygen molecule.lt ·is th e negative ions wh ich
revitalize and freshen the air.
Why do we need Ionizers? Ions are short-l i,,,,,1 and thus need constant
replenishing. In m 'sartificial environmen t, th e ion balance isdramatically
upset. Cent ral heating and air conditioning systems cause negative ions to
disappear from our homes/offices, with little chance of being re·ionized .
Oxidation by Activated Oxmen (ozone) .. .Thi s model produces activated
oxygen which will aduall y link to particles in the air and will change to a haml·
less compound killing and destroying polien, dust, mold, mildew, baderia, etc.
SPECIA L OFFER: All-Ameri ca n Air offers th e Mortel 1,011.500 sq. fl.
coverage) unit at $395.00, f",ight·free,
• Order by mail:

es

air products

SEND $39 5.00 CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
OASIS STATION GENERAL STORE
80 -7 0 5A HWY 86
THERMAL CA 922 7 4
Deliver an Alpine Air Purifier and let me try it.
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Bill Cooper
197 4 4 Beach Blv d
Huntington Beach CA 92648
I

